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THIE ATERIAN INDUSTRY:

ITS PLACE AND SIGNIFICANCE IN THE PAL2EOLITHIC WORLD
The HuxleyMemorialLecturefor 1946
F.B.A., F.S.A., F.R.A.I.
By G. CATON-THOMPSON,

I. INTRODUCTORY
techno-typological
assemblages,the interactionor
WhenI decided,afterconsidering
the alternatives, fusionofwhichdownthe ages gave riseto that evertry
whichwe ineffectually
that a ratherobscureAfricanpalwolithicindustry, increasingmultiplication
rationalise.
the Aterian,should be my offering
to
on an occasion
as importantas the HuxleyMeemorial
We maybe rightin supposingthat ourperplexities
Lecture,I was
not unaware that my audience and readers might willgraduallybe, at leastpartially,composedas soon
regretmy choice,regardingit as a somewhatun- as the organised internationalsearch for them,
worthy,even trivial,sacrificeto lay upon so noble which we all wish to see instituted,reveals the
an altar. If that proveto be so, the faultrestsnot distributionalpattern,horizontaland vertical, of
with the insignificance
of the offering,
but with its fossilmenalliedwiththeirartifacts. But we should
that it wilLdo so. Possibly
presentation.Let me, 'however, indicate why I not be over-optimistic
chose it.
our perplexitieswill not diminish but increase,
of
by the multiplicity
PrimarilyI did so because it illustratescertain immediately
if not ultimately,
larger issues, generalised,ramifiedand unagreed, humantypesrevealed; and ifthe viewofthepresent
ofwhichI complainis notjust a personal
which constantlyconfrontthe prehistorian,and incoherence
which,untilneareran acceptablesolution,impede,in idiosyncrasy,unshared by others, no enduring
my opinion,the progressof prehistory
as a science. advancewillbe madein ourscienceuntilwe modifyor
And,secondly,I did so becauseI believetheselarger recast,yet again,some of our slowlywon basic conissuesare unlikelyto be resolveduntilthe groundhas ceptsabout the toolsand weaponsofPleistoceneman.
been firstpreparedby the monographic
re-examina- In this connection,is it conceivablethat, when
oflinearlithicsuccession
pioneerscheme
tion,one by one,ofwhatis knownabout any specific de Mortillet's
cultureor industry,relatingscatteredfacts,pruning was, rightly,discarded as provincial,the ensuing
away dead wood, and discardingtheories,however reactionagainst directtypologicalevolutionled us
too far in the opposite direction? Are we now
attractive,withoutsubstantialbases.
The extensionof Pleistoceneprehistory
withinthe slaves or masters of the broad classificationof
lifetimeof my generation,beyond its European paleolithsintoso-calledpebble,core,flakeand blade
devices?
nursery-boundaries
to the fourquartersof the earth, cultures,rather than techno-typological
has not,as yet,resultedin the moreor less coherent For instance,is the Clactonian,to take one example,
vision of man's infancywe had expectedfromthe reallya genericflakeculture,or the integralaccomone by one,ofthe GreatEmptyQuarters panimentof a core culture,as some of us heretically
elimination,
of palveolithic
studies. On the contrary,we behold believe, which,when found in apparent isolation,
and the
the environmental
a bewildering
conditions,
multiplicity
and geographiccom-plexitymerelyreflects
of primitivestone cultures,imdustries
and groups, local need at that remotemomentfor one sort of
constantly
augmentedby freshdiscoveries,
which,in artifactratherthan the other? The correctanswer
whenone considersthat, from
spiteof theirperennialand sometimesveryingenious is surelyfar-reaching
arrangement
and re-arrangement
by ourarchwological the Clactonian,currentdoctrinederivesthe Tayacian
leaders, have so far refused,to composeinto any and Mousterianalong one evolutionarybranch,and
orderedgeneralschemethat can honestlybe called the Levalloisianalong another?
convincing.
Are we on sure ground when, as at present,
We may be rightin supposingthat this, to a practicallyany and everysubstantialmorphological
in a givenindustryat a givenpoint
substantialextent,is due to insufficiency
of fossil changeregistered
humanremainsof the earlierPleistoceneperiod,so in its evolutionis attributedto culture-contact,
urgently.
requiredby the humanpaleontologistin the usuallyassumedto have operatedeitherthroughthe
of unaccustomedtypes
or assitmilation,
development
ofevolutionary
theories
; but neededno borrowing,
less by the materialprehistorian
in orderto verify of implementsand the techniqueof makingthem;
a currentassumptionthat specificstocksof earliest or by the fusionof two presumeddistinctlthic
alfiance,
man, proto-sapiens,sapiens or other,pursuedspecific traditions
which,in somesortofmatrimonial
ways of producingartifacts,resultingin specific generateda new culture?
I
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Clearlywe are not on sure ground. Such theoriesof a remarkableand too littleheeded industry,evidently
the moment, numerous and occasionally persuasive, of unusual importancein its own world.
but against which the rumble of dissent may be
already heard, simply mask the fact that we know Some General Consideration8on the AteritanIndu8try
next to nothing about the originsand spread of the
The Aterian industry,which appears to be centred
techno-typologicalentitiesinvoked, or their relation- in North-West Africa, has been described as a
ships and reactions to each other,if any.
Mousterian with the addition of the tanged point.
Until we know more I urge that assumptions This is an understatement. It habitually includes
which at presQnttend to be based exclusively, as other artifacts equally unfamiliar or rare in the
though it were axiomatic, on the hypothesis of the Mousterian. I can find no record of disagreement
of certainbasic assemblages of with the view of its Mousterian ancestry; but there
primarydifferentiation
stone artifacts which we call cultures, and their are many allusions to culture-contactas the cause of
might with ad- its typological elaboration.
diffusionand contact-modifications,
vantage judiciously comprehend the possibility,
The firstprerequisitefor legitimate hypotheses of
not only of linear development,perhaps convergent, culture-contactmust be, obviously,the establishment
and spontaneous inventions by gifted individuals; of some sort of time relationshipbetween the contactbut the conception also of functional differentiation ing industries. This aspect is less popular. Apart from
within a given Stone Age 'culture-complex,' which questions of contact, the Aterian position in timeencouraged the adoption of new artifactsto facilitate physiographicas well as stratigraphic-is fundamental
the function: and which thus disengaged themselves to our study,since the inventionof the tanged pointfrom the common techno-typologicalpool or sub- probably a javelin-head-must have given the
stratum. These appear to us as new integrationsof inventors,whoever they were, a decided advantage
artifacts we rightly regard as 'industries,' but we in aggressive action against rival human groups not
may be wrongin explainingthem as cases of culture- yet so equipped. And when, as in the Aterian, the
contact metamorphoses.
tanged point is accompanied by unmistakable arrowLet each case in this respect be studied separately, heads of more than one sort, and spear-blades up to
remembering that even in the more accessible 22 cm.-nearly 9 ins.-long, it needs no imagination
chapters of recorded historyno theoryyet advanced to visualise not only a new and formidablemechanical
offersa fullexplanation of the causes governingthose force let loose in the African world, able, if its
relatively sudden cultural surges to higher levels of possessors so desired, to impose their territorialor
existence-surges which may, it seems, befall other wishes upon neighbours,as well as to outdo
humanityat several geographicalpoints simultaneous- them in hunting prowess; but, for good or evil, a
ly withoutproofof connection.
palseolithic group collectively or individually enAdmitted that human history proclaims the dowed intellectuallybeyond its contemporaries,being
validity of the biological principle of re-invigoration capable of extending the age-old simple contrivance
from the inter-crossingof alien groups, sometimes of the sling-stoneor bolas' into the complex and far
with brilliant cultural results, the converse seems at more accurate and deadly propulsiveforceof the bow
timesto operate also: and a generalapplication of the and arrow.
principle leads astray in specific cases owing to our
Setting aside as dubious the purpose of small leafinsufficient
shaped flintsin the Mousterian,or the sharp split-base
knowledge of the laws underlyingit.
If thisbe truein the accessible historyof civilisation, bone points of the Middle Aurignacians,2and relying
let us beware in our approach to the interpretationof on the presenceof stem,barbs or wings as the certain
Old Stone Age group behaviour and the results of criterionof a stone arrow-head,3thereseem to be four
supposed contacts known to us only through the earliest claimants forthis revolutionaryand generally
material characteristics of one or two classes of unfortunateinvention,perhaps the most momentous
evolving artifacts,such as bone or stone tools and in the palaeolithicworld since the far older discovery
weapons, the essentially simple nature of which of fire. These claimants are the Gravettians (Upper
prohibit6manufacturein more than a very strictly
1 Flint cobbles,possiblysling-stones,
aboundedin the
limited number of ways.
Kharga
UpperAcheulian. In Kenya,Leakeyclaimsbolasreflections
are
a
these
scale
small
On
generalised
stonesin theUpperAcheulian.
implicitin the Aterian industry: and though I can,
2
aredtoo doubtfullyarrowTheir bdton8de commandement
of course, hold out no hope that my examination of straighteners
here,and in anycase wouldbe
to be considered
what we know of it, which is distressinglylimited,will accessoriesto bone or woodenpointsonly.
lead to any finaland unchallengedconclusions,it may
3 Earlier bone and wooden arrow-headsmightbe invoked;
at least help to condense and siftscatteredfacts about but evidence is lacking.
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Aurignacians), with their single-shouldered(Willendorf) points, and double-shouldered (Font-Robert)
points; the Upper Solutrians of Eastern and NorthWestern Europe, with their similar single-shouldered
pointsfrequentlyrefinedand strengthenedby pressure
flaking; the creatorsof the beautiful pressure-flaked
arrow-heads, tanged, winged or barbed, of the socalled Upper Solutrian level at Parpallo in SouthEastern Spain' and the AfricanAterians.
We here have, therefore,in relatively condensed
form,material illustrative of those wider prehistoric
questions we have outlined. In the firstplace,
(z) Did the stone equipment of the Aterians evolve
spontaneouslyfromthat of a single older group?
Aterian

I

Levalloiso-Mousteriangroup
(b) W4s it the product of polygenic parentage at
one, two or more removes ?
Aterian
Levalloiso-Mousteriangroup=x
(c) Was some influential and more advanced
outside contact made at the earliest Aterian level,
infusing,into an already evolving local Mousterian,
specificadditional ideas which collectivelydenote the
Aterian industry?
Aterian
Proto-Aterian!-x

I

Levalloiso-Mousteriangroup + or - x
And, in the second place, the Aterian industry,
having arisen, and established itself, what evidence
exists for its extra-territorialspread, and what
perceptible effectdid that expansion, if any, appear
to have, reciprocally,on the other palkeolithicgroups
within reach ?
Though the answers rest with a futureprehistoric
science, prepared and enabled to co-ordinate andcanalise research into specific and fundamental
channels such as these, we may perhaps even now by
careful scrutiny of available information make a
preliminarycontribution.
I shall, therefore,attempt to marshal the known
facts: these pivot round typology and distribution,
and reach their crux in Aterian chronology,stratigraphically relative and physiographicallyabsolute.
Not until that is more or less established is it possible
to examine Aterian relationshipsto the Africanworld
of its time, and endeavour to disentanglesome of the
possible strands in its heredity.

89

A Historical Note

The Aterianindustryhas been recognisedas such
since 1919,whenReygassepublishedthe type site of
near Tebessa in Tunisia.4 The following
Bir-el-Ater
yearhe gave it thespecificname. Manyyearsbefore
which
that,however,from1887onwards,implements
we now recogniseas Aterianhad been collectedin
FrenchNorth-WestAfricaby Moreau,Pallary and
others,and sometimespublished.5 Rejectionof its
specificand temporalindependenceof the North
but
;6
AfricanMousterianpersisteduntil recently
nowacceptit as a separateentity,
mostprehistorians
derivedfromMousterianorigins.
thoughundoubtedly
The doubt about it was natural,for the Aterian
withoutits type tools may be hard to distinguish
fromcertainformsof the Mousterian.For the same
reasonresearchuponits recordis handicappedby an
such as 'Moustero-Aterian,'
indefiniteterminology,
frequentin publishedfieldreports,whichblurs the
exact natureof the discovery.
In order to avoid probinginto their respective
in NorthAfrica,
relationship
originsand chronological
Africa,
ofNorth-West
I shalldesignatetheMousterian
'Levalloiso-Mousterian.'In North-EastAfricathe
features
LevalloisianacquirescertainMousterian-like
in its latest(UpperLevalloisian)phase,and I believe
fromthe other.
the one to be a simpledevelopment
and derivation
Africathe distinction
In North-West
is doubtlesssimilar; 7 but quartzitewas so oftenused
obscuredand a
thattypologicaldetailsare frequently
labelimpossible. I willriskthegeneralisation
specific
moreMousthat a flakeculturetechno-typologically
terian (whenin flint)than Levalloisianis the one
whichmainlyconcernsthisstudy.
Known Distributionof the Aterian Industry

The Aterianis foundabundantlyin FrenchNortb
Africafromthe Atlanticto Tunisia. From there
eastwardsit may be tracedthroughits typetoolson
an ever decreasingtrail into Cyrenaica,8Siwa9 and
Kharga Oasis10and on into the Nile Valley," from
whichregionno morethan a bare handfulofits most
typetool,the tangedpoint,has yet
easilyrecognised
been found. It has not, to my knowledge,been
east oftheNile orsouthofKharga.
identified
In North-WestAfrica,however,it extendsfar to
the southin SpanishMorocco;12 and in the French
1919-1920,pp. 513-573.
Moreau, 1888, Debruge, 1910, De Morgan, Capitan and
Boudy, 1910.
6 For instance; Ruhlmann, 1936; Wusin, 1941.
7 Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 36.
8 Petrocchi, 1940, pp. 1 34.
9 Surface.
10 Caton-Thompson,1946, p. 58.
11 Seligman, 1921, p. 128, Figs. 31-33.
12 Santa-Olalla, 1944, P1. LIX.
4Reygasse,
5

Ii 2
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Sahara, where it reaches, for certain, down to
latitude 18?N.13
Taking into account the abundance of Aterian sites
in North-WestAfrica, and even more, the fact that
there lies its area of greatest typological variety, it
seems reasonable to deduce that within that vast
region, affordingthe widest range of climatic and
environmental stimuli encouraging to progressive

yielding a high proportion of plain thin flakes with
finely faceted butts, frequently of 'Cupid's-bow'
style (Fig. 12, No. 1); and others with varying
amounts of retouch, including examples of classic
Mousterian 'points.' (Fig. 12, No. 2.)
The strengthof this substratummay be measured
by an analysis of the cores in six characteristically
Aterian in situ groups.
ALGERIA

f-

Levallois cores: discoids and ovoids ...
...
Levallois cores: triangular ...

Djouf-elDjemel
71b5%

16.5%

Bir-elAter'9
94.7%

-

Oum-elTin19
100%
-

Puits de
Chaacas19
100%

KHARGA OASIS
-

Bulaq Pass
A. Site
36.3%
58-1%

Mound spring
K06.E
37.0%
45 0%

These figures show a tortoise-coretechnique in
excess of that in many Levalloiso-Mousteriangroups:
they are quoted to correct a mistaken view that a
'blade' element, attributable to so-called 'neanthropic'influence,is strongin the Aterian.
The designation ' blade ' in the present context is
misleading. It should be used exclusively for the
product of blade-cores,not forthe narrowor parallelsided flakes yielded by all tortoise-coreindustries.
For these the term ' flake-blade' seems apt.20 I
know of no true blades in the Aterian, backed or
otherwise,earlier than a still conjectural Neo-Aterian
stage (see under 'Style a' later in this section).
Flake-blades (such as Fig. 10, Nos. 6, 7) with steep
unimarginal partial retouch occur,,however, similar
to examples in Mousterian assemblages in Europe.21
In Kharga the residue of cores is made up partly of
random cores, partly of bisected nodules, such as
Fig. 11, No. 6, fromwhichshortlittle flake-bladeshave
been detached.
Scrapers are a class to which chronological importance may, I suggest, be attached. True sidescrapersofMousteriantraditionmay occurabundantly
or not at all: single end-scraperson short flakes or
elongated flake-blades(as Fig. 10,Nos.,9, 10; Fig. 11,
Nos. 7-12) are quantitativelyvariable in inverseratio
to the side-scrapers. Double end-scrapers,such as
Fig. 10, No. 14; Fig. 12,No. 13,are rare. Othernormal
Aterian types of more decidedly Levalloiso-Mousterian tradition will be found in the site inventories
in Notes 1, 2 and 3 at the end of this paper.
II. ATERIA TEcHNO-TYPOLOGY
The characteristicallyAterian additions to this
The substratum of Aterian techno-typology is substratuminclude unifaced tanged points, made on
Levalloiso-Mousterian,based on a developed tortoise- flake or flake-blade.22 They are not a homogeneous
19 It is probable that Reygasse did notsubdivide the cores
core technique (Fig. 10, Nos 1-3; Fig. 11, Nos. 1-5),

ideas, lies the main breeding-ground,with some
presumptionof Morocco having been the crucial area.
An impressionof masterfulqualities given by their
artifactsis, perhaps,in keepingwith Ateriandisregard
for climatic extremes. In the Middle Atlas they
ascended to 2,000 m. above sea-level, to a point now
visited seasonaliy only.14 At the opposite extreme
their sub-tropicaldistributionhas been noted; their
penetration,over 2,000 miles across North Africa,to
Kharga in the-LibyanDesert, wherethey appear as an
intrusive group, proclaims, despite the far-spaced
genial stepping-stones,an intrepid spirit, undeterred
as they moved eastwards,doubtless stage after stage,
by the intensifyingand terrifyingseverity of the
desert they must unavoidably have had to cross.
We know nothing of the physical type of Aterian
man. His industry,however,followsso closely upon
a late Upper Levalloiso-Mousterianphase of circumMediterraneanrange, which has yielded Neanderthal
remains, that Neanderthal characters in Aterian
man seem possible. Homo neanderthalensishimself
certainlyinhabitedthe North-WestAfricanseaboaxrd;
his remains are known from Rabat15 and Tangier.16
Here, then, in the midst of Aterian territoryare
possible ancestors.
Within the known geographical limits of Aterian
industry occurs another undated human fossilAsselar man-from north-east of Timbuctoo, of
predominantlynegroid characters,17
with Bushman or
Hottentot connection.18

13

Roffo, 1934.
14 Ruhlmann, 1932,
p. 13.
15 Margais,1934,pp. 579-583; Ruhlmann,1945b,p. 35-50.
16 Senyurek, 1940.
17
Bwolleand Vallois. 1932,p. 37.
18 ibid., pp.84-90; Coon, 1939, pp. 60 f. But see reservations by Weinrert,
1939, pp. 233 f.

at these sites.
20 Caton-Thompson,
1946, p. 61.
21 Lalanne and
Bouyssonie, 1946, Fig. 29, Nos. 4-6.
Ruhlmann, 1936, Fig. 20, No. 33 figures an interesting
'pseudo-lunate ' made froma discoidal core
22 The tang is invariablybifaced,and usually equi-convexin
section,as I ig. 12,No. 9, thus disqualifyingflakeswith mere
shouldersor bilateral constrictionfromthe Ateriancategory.
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class of javelin-head, such as Fig. 10, No. 11,but may (Fig. 10,No. 33); but bifacedformsoccur also, though
include stemmedend- or side-scrapers(as Fig. 10, No. exceptionally. Kharga yielded a lozenge-shaped
18), or even gravers(as Fig. 10,No. 8). Some students specimen(Fig. 11,No. 14), sincerepeatedin Morocco;28
consider these last two to be improvisations from and two peculiar Moroccan forms, the 'pointe
damaged javelin-heads,oftenreduced in readaptation. Marocaine,' and the 'pointe pseudo-Saharienne'
Typologicallylinkingthe fullytanged object to the (Fig. 9, Nos. 1-3) will be referredto again for
plain bulbar flake, occur intermediateformssuch as comparative reasons (see Section VIII).
The variability, however, of the components of
Fig. 12, Nos. 6, 8, with bulbar reduction by invasive
retouch,or the disengagementof embryonicshoulders, Aterian groups complicates any attempt to colatent in the French Mousterian.23 The former, ordinate them into a generalised statement. An
known as Tabalbalat poin.tsin North Africa,Emireh example of this occurs-inthe core percentagesquoted
pointsin Palestine, seem to representthe perpetuation as between Algeria and Kharga (Note 2). Thus also
the bold, shapely Aterian of the Tebessa alluvial sites
of an ancestral evolutionarytype.
From a similarstartingpoint of plain bulbar-flake, appears to lack the splendid bifacial foliates of
Aterian enterpriseperfectedbifacial flaketechnique,24 Kharga, or even the smaller foliates of the Moroccan
by means of flatpercussionflaking(Fig. 13, Nos. 1-4), series, though surface finds of these objects, often
refined subsequently in the better specimens by believed ' neolithic,'29introducedoubt into the reality
of this regional omission. Antoine, however, takes
pressureretouch (Fig. 13, Nos. 5, 7).
This bifacial flake technique may either take the it seriouslyin his carefulcomparisonof the Tunisian
form of restrained thinning of the ventral tip (as sites with the Moroccan Aterian, and interpretsthe
Fig. 12,No. 4), or invade, fromthe same end, a larger presence of bifacial retouchin the latter as indicative
bulbar area (as Fig. 12, No. 5; Fig. 13, No. 9). It of a late phase.30 Relative proportions of endmay, on the otherhand, start fromthe base (Fig. 12, scrapers to racloirs admit another regional difference,
No. 7), and, through the Tabalbalat technique carried to its extremes in Kharga where true side(Fig. 12, Nos. 6, 8) and further stages of partial scrapers are virtually lacking; and at 'Ain Metherretouch,lead to the fullyfashionedbifaced spear-head chem, Tunisia, where, in two Aterian deposits, sidesuch as Fig. 13, Nos. 1-4, and bifaced javelin-heads, scrapers are overwhelminglynumerous, and endsuch as Fig. 13, No. 10. Alongsidethesesophisticated scrapers rare.31 The flake-bladeelement is strongin
forms,core bifaces of hand-axe type are an important this groupofTebessa sites,and Reygasse, to rationalise
feature, constantlyrecorded, though frequentlymis- it, regarded it as a latish Aterian influenced by
interpretedas extraneous Lower Palaeolithic objects contact with the earliestCapsians.32 Le Du advances
(Fig. 13, No. 12: No. 11, formed on a thit much the same view, with the suggestion that an
thermoclastic plate, might perhaps be similarly archaic Mousterian with bifacial technique evolved
via the Aterian into the Capsian. Oued Djouf, his
classifiedratherthan with the foliates).
From all thisit emergesthat a developed Levalloiso- own well-publishedsite, would, in his opinion,be late
Mousterian tradition, even in the more specifically in the Aterian stage of this process.33
The inventories, as published, but slightly reAterian artifacts, impregnates the industry, Invasive bulbar retouch at tip or butt was already arrangedto give concordance,of fourAterian stations
in vogue in the French Lower Mousterian;25hand- in Algeria, all in situ, wil give somnecomparative
axes continued until the final stages of the Upper data in tabulated form (cf. Note 1). In Note 2 the
range is extended to include in situ groups from the
Mousterian;26 flake-blades with rough 'backing'
begin at one famous site in the Lower Mousterjan extreme eastern limit of known Aterian expansion
(2 per cent.), and continue through the Middle (Kharga Oasis; the Nile Valley has yielded sporadic
Mousterian (5 per cent.), into the Upper (11 5 per surface material only); and the extreme western
cent.).27 Only the foliate bifacials, and the tanged limit in Atlantic Morocco.
Roffohas recordedsurfacesites in SouthernAlgeria
javelin-points and arrows, seem to be Aterian
'inventions,' or, rather,the extreme logical develop- in latitude 36?N. and comments that the Aterian
ment of ancestral types. The arrow-headsnormally
28 Antoine,
1938, Fig. 55, 'Pointe tenuifolieelosangique.'
resemble in small size the unifaced javelin-points
29 A splendidnarrow-basedspecimenfromSouthernOran,
25 cm. long, comparing well with our Kharga specimen.
Peyrony,1934, p. 12, Fig. 9, Nos. 1-3.
Fig. 13, No. 1, has been publishedas 'eneolithique' (Nougier,
24 In
some areas, natural plates of chert of thermoclastic 1935, p. 525).
30 Antoine, 1939, p. 87.
vriginwere similarlyused.
31 Vaufrey,1936, p. 20.
25 Lalanne and Bouyssonie, 1946, Fig. 6, Nos. 1, 2, 3.
32 Reygasse, 1938, p. 70.
26 ibid., p. 64.
7 iid., p. 62.
33 Le Du, 1934a, pp. 207, 214-217.
23
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" se chargesouventde typesanalogues au paleolithique unifaced barbed and stemmed arrow-heads, not
superieur-ldmes, grattoirsdivers, rares burins, et de javelin-points.
formesen y."34 Breuil commentsin the same sense,35
Bifacial retouchis scarce in both levels, but it exists
and hintsat even greaterevolutionin the Sahara than (Fig. 10, Nos. 26, 32), thoughin a moreprimitiveform
to the northof it, though the material,as far as I am than at Tit-Mellil,which is near enough geographically
aware, is therepurelysurface. Roffo'ssurfacesites in to be a valid comparison. The absence of endthe M'Zab, thoughthey yielded fivebecdefluteburins scrapers on blades, of burins, of fine foliates, would
and threeangle graversin undoubted Aterian associa- s6em to ally both levels A and B at Khenzira to other
tions, were significantlydevoid of the characteristic groups where tanged points and rare and rather
Capsian backed blades. These, however,appeared in amorphous rough bifacial core or flake tools are the
neighbouring Capsian groups, and emphasized the only 'Aterian ' elements in otherwise Levalloisotypological cleavage, as well as exhibitinga marked Mousterian assemblages. 'Ain Metherchemis a case
differenceof patina.36
in point (see stratigraphyin next section); 'Ain Taya
The typological evolution of Aterian industrycan, another; while Marchand insists that at numerous
as yet, be stratigraphicallydemonstratedat one site small sites along the Algerian littoral tanged points,
only. This is the two caves ofEl-Khenzira, Cap Blanc, including many of arrow-head size, commonly occur
Morocco.37 In Grotte No. 1 the basal deposit was within a 'classic' Mousterian quartzite industry.43
sterile; but in Grotte No. 2 a tanged-pointindustry At 'Ain Taya a prevalently quartzite industry is
rested upon the equivalent stratum (Fig. 1). This is described as " une industried facies Mousterienavec
Ruhlmann's level A (Mousterien moyen d tradition outils pedoncules associgs d quelques coups-de-poing
Levalloisienne).38 The differencesbetween this in- de petite8dimensions".4 The tanged implementsare
dustry and that of level B (Ruhlmann's Mousterien relativelyscarce, side-scraperscommon; pointes,thin
sup6rieurtypique),present in both caves, fromwhich and with marginalretouch,are commonerthan flakeit is separated by a bed of sand, have been summarised blades.
in Note 2, and are illustratedin Fig. 10, Nos. 19-27
Antoine's fossil-springat Tit-Mellil near Casa(level A) and 28-35 (level B). They seem to me to blanca45,though of dubious stratigraphy,is another
consist in the followingAterian site of the highest typological interest,since
in raw material. In level A, rolled it yielded, along with a quantity of Aterian material,
(a) A difference
nodules were mainly used. In level B a fine-grained two highly specialised types of bifacial arrow-heads.
Cretaceous chert.39
One ofthese,Antoine's 'pointe marocaine' (as Fig. 9,
(b) Better workmanshipin level B, due perhaps to No. 1) had previously been noted by him at
the choicer material, without much change in the another MQroccan site46,but had not been recorded
typology. In level A the artifacts were " souvent elsewhereas Aterian, owing, probably, to the almost
fruste" ;40 in B retouchis developed.
automatic preconceptionamongst prehistoriansthat
Ruhlmann considers that the tanged points show any barbed arrow-headwith bifacial retouch must be
typolo-gical evolution, in that the tang becomes ' neolithic.'47 Since then another specimen has been
positively stemmed by more acute treatmentof the foundin the unpublishedAterian of the Dar-es-Soltan
shoulders, which results in " barbeluresnaissantes."41 cave, Rabat48 (here reproduced in Fig. 9, No. 1).
This view is presumablybased on averages which we The singlespecimenfromTit-Mellilcame fromZone A
are not given; and Antoine42has not leftit to me to (uppermost level of three, Antoine, 1938, Fig. 48).
point out that Ruhlmann's illustrations of tanged
The second abnormal Aterian type, named by
points from level A, such as Fig. 9, No. 4, show Antoine, not - very comfortably, 'pointe pseudospecimenswhich are already ' neolithic' in the acute saharienne,'is also bifacial; the strangelyset median
angle of the wings and bilateral symmetry; and position of the barbs produces a lozenge-shaped
which in style and size must be, accepted as true object (Fig. 9,Nos. 2, 3). Four ofthesewerediscovered,
34

Roffo,1934,p. 5.

Breuil, 193ib, p. 458. He classifiestheAterianwithhis
'ypale'olithique
moyen.'
36 Roffo,1934,in. 32; 1938,pp. 2i8ff. (see also footnote111).
3 Ruhlmaii, 1936.
Il Ruhlmann, 1945a, refersto the two levels as Lower and
Upper Aterian.
39 Ruhlmarn, 1936, p. 64.
40 ibid., p. 76.
41 ibid., p. 70, Fig.
20, Nos. 28-29.
42 Antoine, 1938, p. I#,
f
35

Marchand, 1935-6, pp. 3-47.
Piroutet, 1930,pp. 513-517.
45 Antoine, 1938. The site lies in a hydrographicbasin
containingstill-activesprings. The dig was a rapid sondage
only, far too restrictedto be trustworthyphysiographically.
Consequently I have omitted it, with reluctance, in
Section IV.
4" Antoine, 1934.
47 One wonders how many 'Saharan'
arrow-heads are
palReaolithic.
43
44

Ruhlmann,, 1945a, Fig. 13, pp. 74,76.
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all in Zone A. The deposit being, by its nature,
unstratified,the excavator worked, very properly,on
an arbitraryaltimetricsystem. This casts doubts, as
he recognised,upon the detail of typological succession. None the less, since all the material collected
within Zones A and B (some 1,600 implementsand
cores in all, apart from waste) is, in my opinion,
Aterian,49a broad succession may, I think,be acceptas I have done (Note 3), Antoine's
ed, by eliminatingtoo delicate sub-division of Zone A into two parts
(A and A1 in his publication) and using it as one
Aterianlevel overlyingB, the other one.
Confidence in this scheme is augmented by
Antoine's commendable care in noting the relative
proportionsof quartzite to flintimplementsin each
descending level. From the informationgiven may
be seen the increase of quartzite materialfromthe top
down to the basal level C, where, together with an
' archaic ' fauna, a massive industry, described as
' Mousterianof Acheulian tradition,'is almost wholly
quartzite.
Level A (uppermost) Aterian
...
Aterian
...
,, B
? Mousterian
...
,, C

...
...

Percentage of
Quartzite Tools

3.0
16*0
95 0

93

some specimens results fromreconditioning,but not
of all.53
Retouch throughoutis describedas Mousterian combinedwith a proportionof pieces exhibitinga
long flat retouch of Solutrian or Neolithic affinities."
The longest bifacial foliateis only 7 cm. None is the
broad, thin weapon of Kharga, though Kharga produced also thick narrow examples such as these.
Triangular cores are absent, and discoidal formsare
most numerous after ' polyhedric' or random types.
The absence of backed blades is to be noted; but a
series of delicately pointed flake-blades with steep
marginalretouchrecalls French Mousterianspecimens
of the couteauxd dos class.55
In order to facilitate comparisonwith the Tebessa
and Kharga inventoriesI have, in Note 3, based the
percentageson a simplificationof Antoine's typology.
Antoine, having regard to the Khenzira Moroccan
Aterian on one hand, and the Tebessa Aterian on the
other,ascribes Tit-MellilZone A (the uppermost)to an
'Upper Aterian' period; Khenzira level A (the lowermost) to a ' Lower Aterian ' (thus anticipating
Ruhlmann's latest view of itS6); and Khenzira level
B to a ' Middle Aterian' (as against Ruhlmann's
Upper Aterian). The Tebessa Aterian, noticeably
differentin size and typological proportions,must
also, he thinks,be reckoned as an 'Upper Aterian,'57
though geographically distinct. The material from
Tit-Mellil, Zone B, is treated non-committally. Its
increasedpercentageof quartzite artifactspresumably
indicates a differentindustrial facies.58 The handaxe type of core bifacein it is normalin the Aterian.59
The need, in fact, to subdivide the Aterian is
already obvious, and I propose to attempt this,
hoping that my French colleagues, in charge of the
evidence, will not considerthe attempt prematureor
redundant.
The requirements seem best met by postulating
provisionally four Aterian typological styles. Upon
these I propose to bestow alphabetic designations
ratherthan chronologicallabels impliedby such words
as 'Early,' ' Middle ' etc., since Khenzira alone
provides us with intra-Aterian stratigraphy.60

The analogy with the Grotte du Prince at Grimaldi
comes to mind where Couche F50 (the basal level)
yielded prevalently quartzite artifacts and few of
flint; Couche 2, 1,500 quartzite to 150 flint; and
Couche 3, 122 flintto 68 quartzite.
An industry containingtwo such mature formsof
arrow-headsas those instanced,meritssome attention
in a classificatoryscheme. One might expect it to
yield other evolutionary advances from the typical
Aterian of Tebessa or Kharga. Not only is this not
the case, save for the precocity of these rare arrowheads, but in such respectsas the almost completelack
of end-scraperson long flake-blades,the absence of
burinsand finebifacial foliates,Tit-Mellilis definitely
less 'Upper Palkeolithic' than the Algerian sites
(see Note 3). The range of normal unifacial Aterian
tanged points shows no peculiarities: flakes and
flake-bladesplay an equal share in their production;
53 Antoine, 1938, p. 30.
in size, 3 to 4 5 cm. in lengthis an average :51 one only
may have reached 7 cm., which in Kharga and WVadi 54 ibid., p. 15. I have not seen the material. Some of
Djouf was about the normal. Figured examples the drawingsshow good parallel pressureretouch,secondary
percussion flake-scars.
leave no doubt that many are unifacial arrow-heads to 55flat
ibid., Figs. 76-81. For comparable French series see
pure and simple, and Antoine calls them such.52 Lalanne and Bouyssonie, 1946.
In a usefulanalysis he points out that the smallnessof
56 ibid., 1938, pp. 83-88, 91; Ruhhmann,1945a, p. 64.
5 ibid.,1938,p. 91.
Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 46, disagrees: " Celle-ci(i.e., the.
les elerments
disparatesde diverses
industries,parmi lesquels 'galementle Mousterien."
49

quartzite tools) rhunit. ..
5O

Cartailhac, 1912, p. 225.

M1Antoine, 1938, p.

52 ibid., p.

31.

30.

ibid., pp. 56-70, Figs. 87-109.
Such as ibid., Figs. 106-109.
60 Dar-es-Soltan, referredto in Neuville and Ruhlnann,
1941, p. 105, and Ruhlnann, 1945a, p. 75 f, will provide a
second example, and the Mugharet el 'Aliya, Tangier,
shortlyto be publishedby the Peabody Museum, a third.
58

59
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Style x. ' Aterianism' is proclaimed by the-tanged
points, already of small size, and small core bifaces
together with rarer tendencies towards thin protofoliateforms. Abundance of side-scrapersand rarity
of end-scrapersare characteristic,as well as povertyof
-retouchin general.
STYLES

Side-scrapers ...

End-scrapers

...

...

...

...

...

Tit-Mellil
A
B
14.6%
40%
2.6%

ccand

Mellil A fromKhenzira B.
More significant perhaps are the distinctions
between stylesa and f on the one hand, and styley
on the other in the matter of relative proportionsof
side- to end-scrapers, epitomised in the following
percentages:
STYLE y

a

Metherchemr67 Djouf-elBed 1 Bed 1'
Djemel
9.2%
37.4%
5.6%
1.7%

2.2%

11.7%.

Bir-elAter
1.7%

22.6%

Kharga68
K06.E
5-0%

Kharga68
Bulaq A
9.0%

To Style oc I attribute provisionally Khenzira A And in the general technological competence seen
(Fig. 10,Nos. 19-27),withits disregardforgoodmaterial in the Tunisian and Kharga Aterian as a whole,
and its crude technique; and Tit-Mellil B, with its witnessedin the shapely cores and regularisedretouch
highpercentageof quartzitesrelative to Tit-MellilA.61 on the flakes with special regard for the functional
'Ain Metherchemprobably should be included here. parts. The published material from Morocco shows
Style, . To this style I assign Khenzira B (Fig. 10, nothingcomparable in this respectwith such carefully
Nos. 28-35), on account of its overlyingposition and made cores and flakes as those on Fig. 10, Nos. 1-18
of its extended retouch relative to Khenzira A. fromTebessa, or Figs. 11-13, fromKharga.
Tit-MellilA may be correlatedowingto the prevalence
Style y. This is typified in the Algerian and
of invasive retouch. Antoine in suggestingan Upper Kharga sites, the ingredientsof whichlwill be seen in
Aterian classificationforthis group was influencedby Note 2. Fine end-scraperson long and short flakes
the presence of the highly evolved pointe marocaine and flake-blades(Fig. 10, Nos. 9, 10; Fig. 1, Nos. 7-13)
and the pointe pseudo-saharienne62
(Fig. 9, Nos. 1-3), and rare double-endedscrapers(Fig. 10,No. 14; Fig. 13,
as well as a small leaf-shaped unifacial point, the No. 13) usurp the place of side-scrapers, without
pointe limacoide,whollyretouched on the upper face, dislodging them entirely except in Kharga.68 Flat
recalling Proto-Solutrian forms.63 But wider' con- retouch encroaches more frequently on the dorsal
siderationssuch as flat invasive retouch and relative surface(Fig. 10,No. 12; Fig. 11,Nos. 13, 14), and may
prevalence of bifacial flaking rightly weighed,with extend to the ventral area more completelythan mere
him also. Tit-MellilA may be slightlymore evolved basal thinningof Tabalbalat type, already presentin
than Khenzira B; but I do not regard one or two Khenzira level A. Full bifaced retouch is perfected,
' advanced' types, such as these cited, as necessarily and at its best produced very finefoliates,by means
denotingan ' Upper 'Aterianpositionin our conjectural of flat percussionflaking(Fig. 13, Nos. 1-8) of rather
sequence. Bifacial retouch of good quality is also an erratic type, regularised on occasion by parallel
present in Khenzira B64 (which Antoine reckons as pressureretouchof good quality (Fig. 13, No. 5).
Middle Aterian); while in Khenzira A (Antoine's
In Kharga the tanged points of the javelin-head
Lower Aterian) it is already representedby a mature- class are bold but very little retouched except on the
looking, narrow-based, almost tanged point, 6 cm. carefullymade stems (Fig. 12, Nos. 9-11). The in situ
long.65 As for the arrow-tipsof Khenzira A, though groups contained no tanged arrow-heads; but a
unifacial, some are flaked completelyover the upper diamond-shaped tip (Fig. 11, No. 14) is important,
face A (Fig. 9, No. 4) and another shows the barbs since it recalls a bifacial arrow-tipof similar outline
travelling up to the centre,of the weapon, lozenge- from Tit-Melil, level A, which Antoine regarded
fashionas in the pointepseudo-saharienne.66 I doubt, as a form transitional towards the pointe pseudotherefore,if an evolutionaryinterlude separates Tit- saharienne69or Mellilian point. It provides, surely,
a possible precursorforthe beautifuldiamond-shaped
flinttips of the Badarian civilisation.
61 The
stratigraphical order as between Khenzira and
Burins, rare in any case, have so far been recorded
Tit-Mellilis unfortunately
reversed. At Khenzira the upper
level is (correctly)B; at Tit-Mellil it is A. I have not fromthe Tebessa region only.
altered this recordinglest worse confusionresult.
62 Which I should prefer
67 The Mousterian racloirsalone are
to name the ' Mellilian' point.
quoted. If all types
63 Antoine, 1938, p. 26, Figs. 23-24.
Five specimens of side-scrapers are included, the percentages are much
only,all in level A.
higher(cf. Section III).
64 Ruhlmann, 1936, Fig. 20, No. 31.
68
The fewside-scrapersin Kharga are improvisations,not.
*r ibid., Fig. 16, No. 36.
fixed types.
66 ibid., Fig. 16, No. 30.
69 Antoine,1938, Fig. 55.
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It is clear, therefore,that it would be premature
Style a. A ' Neo-Aterian' consisting of mixed
Aterian and microlithic elements, unsatisfactorily to invoke Mousterian influencesfrom Europe, since
documented and in need of controlled excavations, furtherresearch in North-West Africa seems almost
though inherentlyprobable. The more relevant sites certain to reveal the required succession.
Nor need bifacial flake retouch and the Tabalbalat
are the Abri Alain70and El Hank (Brouaux section).7'
Surface sites said to exhibit a true association of technique be credited to the Levalloiso-Mousterianof
small tanged arrow-headsofAterianstyleand a Lower North-West Africa only. They both occur, as
Capsian industry have also been recorded.72 North abnormalities,in the Upper Levalloisian of Kharga75
Africais richin small bifacedfoliatesof unknowndate and the Faiyum 34 m. lake; 76 and in both places may
and affiliations,but presumably 'late ': it may be safely be ascribed to deposits of the finalwet stage of
provisionallyassumed that these representan Aterian the last pluvial, which, differencesof interpretation
tradition transformed by the passage of time. apart, correlate with a sea-level at, or near, a
Consideration of style 3 involves problems of post- Monastirian II horizon.77 This fixed dating in
Ateriansurvivalsand belated reactionson the Capsian North-East Africashould be, eventually,an important
and Oranian outside the present scope. They are contribution to North-West African correlations.
touched upon in the discussion on Parpallo (Section But neitherin Faiyum nor Kharga did the makers of
these special tools carry their invention furtherand
VIII).
A review of Aterian typology must end with a pIerfect the stemmed artifact. For in Faiyum
glance at its possible derivation. We have postulated the 34 m. lake was succeeded directly by the retroa North-West African centre of evolution. That grade epi-Levalloisian I and II industriesof the 28 m.
view would obviously be strengthenedby the presence and 22 m. lakes ;78 and in Kharga by the also
there of a local Upper Levalloiso-Mousterianculture, deterioratedLevalloiso-Khargan industryfollowedby
exhibiting,like the French Mousterian,trendstowards the diminutiveKhargan79 (Fig. 7).
The more generalisedconclusionsdrawn fromthese
the Tabalbalat technique and bifacial flake retouch,
as well as the inclusion of core bifaces of hand-axe observations will be deferred to a final discussion
type. Such a group remains to be stratigraphically incorporatingdata of other kinds.
found in North-West Africa, where the very few
III. RELATIVE STRATIGRAPHY OF SOME ATERIAN SITES
properly recorded sites display a LevalloisoThe fieldwork and pubRlcationof many important
Mousterian facies singularly devoid of just those
North-WestAfrican paleeolithicsites has been defecfeatureswhich seem required to lead to the Aterian.
tive and reliance can be placed on relatively few.
This cannot be wholly ascribed to the debasing use of
Thus, shorn of the authority,bestowed by Breuil,80
quartzite, forDoumergue's excavations in the Grotte
one may doubt if Boudy's siteat Sidi Mansour,Gafsa,81
d'Abd-el-Kader in Oran73 yielded a flintMousterian
recently invoked also by Wulsin,82would meet the
assemblage, fulfilling,at one or two removes, the
requirements of modern scientific evidence. The
theoretic parental requirements of an advanced
5 m. section83in the Wadi banks yielded, in' Breuil's
Mousterian in the process of shaping Aterian tenopinion,
in descendingorder:
dencies. Its bold yet delicate retouch, and thin
Upper
Palheolithic(Capsian).
triangular flakes with marginal retouch impinging
Aterian
(Tanged points, 'blades' and end-scrapers,
in some cases on to the dorsal face, were allied with
etc.).
slender flake-blades and side- and end-scrapers,and
Typical Mousterian
above all with flakes retouched basally on the dorsal
Older Mousterian(or Levalloisian).
side only, " pour amincer,plus ou moins, lta base, et
Vaufrey,
however, in a critical field study of the
faciliterainsi la prehensionde l'outilou l'emmanchement
local
geology,
denies validity to this section, the
de l'arme." Doumergue attributes this group to
stratigraphy
of
which appears to rest with artifacts
"lat fin du ]oust6rien Supe6rieur." In Morocco,
collected
in
the
stream
bed.84
Ruhlmnannhas announced the existence of an Upper
Levalloisian which,under belated Acheulian influences
75Caton-Thompson, 1946, p. 61, Fig. 4, No. 9.
78
ibid., pp. 78, 84; Fig. 8, No. 6.
assimilated the core biface tradition (" pseudo7i7ibid., pp. 85-99.
bifaces "), and displays moreovera tendencytowards
78 ibid., p. 90 f.
the Tabalbalat bulbar technique.74
7 9ibid., p. 61,diagram
2.
Breuil, 1931b, p. 457.
de Morgan,Capitan and Boudy, 1910, pp. 209-214.
82 Wulsin, 1941, p.
55.
83
Quoted as 15 m. by Breuil, 1931b p. 457.
84 Vaufrey, 1936, p. 15 f. and footnotes
5, 6; Vaufrey,
1932, p. 311, and footnote2.
80

70
71
72

3
74

Pallary, 1934.
Gobertand Vaufrey,1932, pp. 468-475.
Marchand, 1937, pp. 309-313; 1939a, pp. 312-317.
Doumergue, 1926, p. 29 ff.
Ruhlmann, 1945a, pp. 40 f.

81
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(i) The RelationshipofAteriantoLevalloiso-Mousterian
We tentatively assign this Aterian to Style f3,
(1) B6rard. The site lies on the coast 58 km. chieflyon the groundsthat it is certainlynot Style y,
west of Algiers and was firstnoted forgeological and and lacks the characters of a as represented at
altimetric reasons by Lamothe.85 Doumergue and Khenzira.
Dalloni later also found artifacts in the red sand
Marchand considersBerard to be verifiedby a site
horizon.86 Subsequently Marchand and Ayme de- of similar geological character at Novi about 48 km.
monstratedafreshits archaeologicalimportance,87and westwards,where the same succession of Aterian over
have continuedto keep it under observation.88
Levalloiso-Mousterian occurs within a single conThe industrialsuccessionis confinedto bed 3, a red solidated dunal deposit.
argillaceoussand up to 3 5 m. thick (forstratigraphy
(2) Sidi Medjoub (Karouba) and Station du Moutin
see Note 5). The implementsin this single deposit
(Oran). The pioneer investigator of the Karouba
are stated to be typologicallysubstratifiedinto
site, which lies on the 18 m. beach about 4 km. north
b. Upper one-quarterof bed 3, and base of bed 4:
of Mostaganem, was Pallary, who discussed it in
Aterian.
papers in 189189 and 1911.90 Doumergue followedin
a. Lower three-quarters of bed 3: Mousterian
1922.91 His study shows the scrupulous care for
(mainly quartzite).
detail which makes his factual observations perThough total numbers and other details are unmanently reliable. He deals with two separate, but
published,a few commentsmay be added.
MOUSTERIAN. Almostwhollyquartziteand crudein complementarysites-that of Sidi Medjoub, and that
of the Station du Moulin about 1,400 m. distant.
workmanship.
Subsequent referencesto this work disclose the
Discoidalcores(2 only); the figured
specimenis about
8 cm.in diameter.
confusion 'which often confounds North African
Points. Two sortsspecified:one sub-triangular,
rather prehistory. Doumergue himself, Breuil,92 and
thick,5-7 cm. long,the othermade on flake-blades
Wulsin93all instance Karouba as a case of typological
(Idmes)4-5 cm.long,withoutretouch.
Mous- and geologicalstratigraphy-Aterianover Mousterian;
Side-scrapers.Two only are characteristically
terian. Otherflakeswithmarginalretouchmightbe and I myself accept it as such. Arambourg94and
classifiedas such.
Huzayyin95on the other hand, referto it as Aterian,
Flake-blades(Idmes). Thick, clumsy,no retouch.
though not explicitly, on the assumption
possibly,
Par.
Fauna. Patellaferruginea,
Lam. andHelixdepressula,
level was also Aterian, but lacked the
lower
that
the
ATERIAN. Quartzitestillused,butflintproportionately
type tools.
greater. Relativepercentages
notgiven.
Cores. Nonerecorded.
The archawologicalsuccession, however (Mousterian
Points. Smallerand thinner(0 7-0 8 cm.) than the at Medjoub, Aterian at Moulin), rests on the evidence
Mousterian.
Aterianim- of composite stratigraphybetween the two sites, one
Tangedpoints. Eight are characteristic
plements. Thosein flintshowthe advantageof this of them overlyingthe 18 m. (MonastirianI) beach, the
materialoverquartzite,and emphasizethe dangerof other on the 40 m. (Tyrrhenian?) beach. According
seeing 'archaicism' in quartziteindustries.Three to Doumergue, whose geological 'competence com2 -5 to 3 *5 cm.long,are arrow-heads;one mands respect, the same succession of sedimentary
specimens,
displaysthe Ateriantendencyto cut the wingshigh
and awoliandeposits covers both, and they may be
up on theflake.
correlated thus:
Side-scrapers.None.
KAROUBA

Sidi Medjoub on 18 m. beach ?--...
Mobile dunes of present regime ...

6.

...

5. Recent dunes, concretionary,greyishsurface, 1-16 m.
4a. Calcareous crust and/or thin bed of angular quartzite
deposition

4. Yellow seoliansandrock,with rare Helix, 1 m....
3a. Calcareous crust
3. Red concretionary sandrock with Helix 0 60-1 m.
unrolled.Passes laterally into
Mousterianimplements
a wash deposit lightlyerodingthe surfaceof 2 below
2. Marine conglomeratewithPectunculus,Pecten,Cardium,
1 m.
etc. 18 m. above sea.
Eocene marlsand quartzites 16-17 m. visible ...

1.

...

Lamnothe,1905, p. 1613f. 1911, p. 46, Fig. 22.
Doumergue, 1922, p. 199.
87 Marchand and Ayme, 1935, pp. 333-343.
88 Marchand, 1935-6, pp. 3-47.
89 Pallary, 1891, p. 606.
I have not seen this paper and
rely on Doumergue's reference.
85

86

SITES

-- Station du Moulin on 40 m. beach
1,400 m.
Mobile dunes of presentregime
...

Recent dunes
Calcareous crust and/or angular quartzite deposition
Aterian implementsunrolled, resting on 4 below
Yellow seoliansandrock, 1 *50 m.
Angular quartzite -fragments from the sand-drowned
Eocene cliffbehind, 1 50 m.

Marine conglomerate with Pectunculus, etc., 40 m.
above sea
Marls and cobbles
Eocene marls and quartzites
90 Pallary, 1911, pp. 162-164.
91 Doumergue, 1922, pp. 183-244.
92

Breuil, 1931b, p. 457 f.

93 Wulsin, 1941, p. 58 f.
94

95

Arambourg,1934, p. 33.
Huzavyvin. 1941. -. 54.
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The Industries. Both series are in quartzite:
2. Levalloiso-Khargan: in a finepebbly sand below
the Mousterian implements number about 30, the
1. Rolled Acheulian and Levalloisian tools in
Aterian, 67. The cores, though mainly discoidal in
coarse gravels.
both series, proclaim the industrial differences: the
The Levalloiso-Khargan industryis a local derivaMousterianspecimensare 'rough hewn' by big flakes tive fromthe Kharga Upper Levalloisian. It leads to
struck from alternate faces, producing a coarsely the diminutive ' Khargan' industry(formerlynamed
festooned periphery; the Aterian cores display a Pre-Sebilian). Further details are reserved for the
better controlled marginal flaking and, as nearly Physiographical Section (IV).
always, are thinner.
(ii) The Relationship of Aterian to Succeeding
The MousterianSerie8fromSidi Medjoub, stratum3.
Industries: a. Clapsian; b. Oranian
Twenty-nine quartzite and two flint fragments.
(1) 'Ain Metherchem,Tunisia (Fig. 4). Published
Cores: discoidal, but coarsely flaked. Average size, by Vaufrey,99 'Ain Metherchem remains the only
medium to small. Flakes: ten flake-blades,without dependable example of the Typical Capsian overlying
retouch, average 5- 5 cm. long, are the largest class. the Aterian. The Capsian, of rather developed type,
A Levallois flake, about 4 8 cm. long, with partiaf overlies, in a superficial bed, alluvial deposits of
marginal retouch is' the most finishedartifact. The stream and spring origin, containing archaeological
rest is more or less waste or amorphousflakeswithout layers. These are exposed in the two banks, but do
retouch.
not synchroniseexactly. The palkeolithsfrom the
The Aterian Series from Moulin, stratum 4as west bank, layers 1' and 2', are described as 'very
Cores: in addition to the discoidal cores, small discs evolved Mousterian of Aterian age'; whereas those
with a plano-pyramidal cross-section96are called from the east bank, layer 1, are 'Mousterian with
subcircular scrapers by the author. Apart fromthe Aterian tendencies.' The break between both of
usual oval or pointed flakes and flake-blades up to these and the Capsian consists of an erosional phv-e,
8 cm. long with little or no retouch,the notable pieces of no great magnitude, but sufficientgeologically to
are twenty tanged implements, comprisinga varied disconnect the Capsian from direct succession: a
assortmentof distinctlyrough 'points' and at least time intervalis proved, and I cannot agree that here
one tanged scraper; an end-scraperon a broad flake; is a straight example of Lower Capsian overlying
a finetriangularpoint with broad base, only 3-2 cm. Aterian.100 There is room for several episodes in
long, with parallel retouch impingingfar on to the between.
The Capsian alone is figured; but I am indebted to
dorsal face; a pointed bifacial artifact7- 5 cm. long,
i 5 cm. thick, called a 'petit coup-de-poing' by ProfessorVaufrey for unpublished inventoriesof the
Doumergue ; 97 and an eliptical bifacial core tool, two older groups. That from the east bank, while
6-5 cm. long by 2-5 cm. thick; the last two. are sharingmost types with that fromthe west, is cruder
described by Wulsin as being like " miniaturehand- and the patina reinforcesan impressionof somewhat
axes, one Chellean, and one Acheulian."98 They greater age. Out of its 571 artifacts, 110 are flat
are, of course, normal Aterian hand-axes.
discoidal cores; side-scrapers are prominent, and
It is difficultto assign this assemblage to a place in two tanged points, another with invasive dorsal
the style groups proposed, owing to its quartzite retouch, a fine end-scraper,and a " pseudo-biface"
material. Its position upon the earliest dunal create, in my opinion,a true Aterian assemblage.
The group in the west bank, numbering 361
deposit overlyingthe 40 m. beach can do no morethan
prove a time interval of unknown duration between artifacts,yielded similar cores, a high percentage of
it and the Mousterian of the adjacent site. This side-scrapers,two Mousterian points " with thinned
separation of the two industries,contrastedwith their butts " and a few end-scrapers. Three core bifaces,
direct succession at Berard, is examined later.
one of which is reproducedon Fig. 13, No. 12, froma
(3) Bulaq Pass, Kharga Oasis (Fig. 6). The section rough pencil sketch provided by ProfessorVaufrey's
througha 7 m. wadi terrace provided an interesting courtesy, measure 10-8, 9-6 and 8-0 cm. in length.
sequence, givenin Section IV. It may be summarised Though there happen to be no tanged artifacts or
bifacial foliates, the assemblage, like the other, is
typologically
4. Aterian (styley): in situ, unrolled,in superficial probably Aterian.101 Apart fromother considerations
99 Vaufrey,1936, pp. 20-26silt
100 Pericot, 1942, p. 312.
3. Levalloiso-Khargan: in underlyingsilt
101
96
97
98

Doumergue, 1922, P1. III, la, lb.
ibid., 1922,p. 216.
Wulsin, 1941, p. 58.

ProfessorVaufreyregardsthemas a belated Mousterian.
In the original publication, backed blades are mentioned.
I understandthat these are not true backed blades but flakeblades with steep marginal retouch; they are inventoried

as 'simili-dos.'
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the relative proportions of side- to end-scrapers in
both groups suggestan Aterian of Style ot(to 3 ?).
East Bank.
Side-scrapers,all types,including
typical ...

...

...

...

18.4%

End-scrapers

...

...

...

1-7%

Side-scrapers,typical Mousterian

1<IGS.

1.-EL-KHENZIRA,

...

+2m.

2-2%

Bed-rock.
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The section is important, since the Oranian is ill
dated, and correlated at little more than a guess,
either with the earlier Capsian,105or with the Upper
Capsian alone.106 An attempt to reconcile the two
views has recentlybeen made by invoking a regional
time-lag in the survival of 'Middle Pala-olithic'
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(2) Khanguet-el-Mouhaad-El Oubira (Tebessa). If
Vaufrey'sdiagnosisof the shell-moundof Mouhaad as
Upper Capsian is well founded,02 the AterianC,psian stratigraphyclaimed there by Passemard is
irrelevant to our present discussion.03 Passemard
stated that the loams of El Oubira, long known to
yield Aterian artifacts, pass under the adjacent
Capsian site of Mouhaad.
(3) El-Khenzira, Morocco104(Fig. 1). These two
caves provide well documented proof of dissociation

0~~~~~~~~

C. Shell-mound
B. Yellow sand

WestBank

9.2%

7

...

D. Aeolian capping

ATERIAN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4
OF)
.
B (TOP
STYLE
ATERIAN
OF)

(SURFACE

IHSELMUD(FTRRh/,13,Fg
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of the Oranian and Aterian. Co-ordinating, for culture.107 Khenzira's contribution to these unsummary purposes, the two sets of deposits over certainties consists in Ruhlmann's statements (a)
that the Oranian shell-mound is " archaic " typo4 50 m. deep, they yielded:
Vaufrey,1938, pp. 10-15, Figs. 3, 4.
Passemard, 1941, p. 116. Mouhaad was firstdug by
Debruge; then by Debruge and Pond: in neithercase to the
advantage of prehistory.
104 Ruhlmann, 1936 (see also Section II).
102
103

105

106
107

Arambourg,1934, pp. 80 f.
Vaufrey,1936.
Wulsin, 1941, pp, 80-82. Fig. 33.
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logically in comparisonwith the " type " Oranian ;108 Clariond included, has yet been found in a physio(b) that no industrialor depositional admixtureoccurs graphical position denoting the considerable alluvial
between the top of level B and the base of C; (c) that antiquity of such sections as Bir-el-Ater (Fig. 2);
the break between the two is marked by falls of rock- Djouf-el-Djemel (Fig. 3); and the Kharga sites
roof;109(d) that the Pleistocene fauna of the Aterian (Figs. 5, 6), all of Style y. The lack of fossilmammals
upper level had been replaced by one of more recent in these Aterian y sites unhappily prevents comcomplexion."10
parison with the Abri Clariond, where the animals
The separation of the Aterian fromthe Oranian is denote a modern African'savannah fauna, as they
here at least proved, though it is less conclusive than do in other Capsian sites.
it would have been had the Aterian been of Style y
On factual evidence, we may conclude, therefore,
instead of , ; or the " archaicism" of the Oranian that the bridge fromthe later Aterian into the Lower
been substantiated. None the less, the fall of roof Capsian has not yet been identified. Presumably it
and changing fauna indicate the very considerable exists somewhere,either in the formof a passage, or
passage of time at this place between the two cultures. more probably as a regional overlap of the two. But
In brief,the stratigraphicalposition of the Aterian at present there is no evidence worth quoting that
at the sites selected for examination, which do not even the most evolved Aterian, our Style y, reached
conflict with other known evidence, shows it at into the Capsian world,whichcannot thereforeaccount
Berard and Novi to succeed without break 'a for the burins and other supposedly Capsian artifacts
Levalloiso-Mousterian; and at Karouba to be in the Aterian. The chronologicallink, if any, lies in
separated therefromby a time interval. The sig- a problematic ' Neo-Aterian' world, our Style 8 (see
nificance of this becomes apparent in the physio- also Section VIII).
graphical section (IV). In Kharga the Aterian of
Style y appears stratigraphicallylater in the local IV. THE PHYSIOGRAPHICALPOSITION OF SOMFE
succession than seems the case in North-WestAfrica. ATERIANSITES. 1. ALLUVIAL. 2. RAISED BEACHES
In relation to 'blade' industries,we find that the
ANDMARINECAVES
Aterian at Metherchemand Khenzira underlies the
drawn upon in the previous section
The
evidence
Typical Capsian and Oranian respectively,and is
fixesthe relative industrialposition of the Aterianin a
separated from both by a geological time interval.
general way only. It is younger than a LevalloisoThis conclusionis supportedby the marked differences
Mousterian and older than the Lower Capsian and
in patina, where the Typical Capsian and Aterian
Oranian in their respective localities. In Kharga.
strewthe same ground.111The time-intervalbetween
alone, the closer integration of the stratigraphical
Capsian and Aterian has, presumably,been reduced
sequence allows of the more precise statement that
by Passemard's stratifiedshelter, the Abri Clariond
the Aterian appears, not immediately after the local
in Southern Tunisia,ll2 where a previously unknown
Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian, but at one remove,
Lower Capsian underlies the Typical variety. Some
coincidentwith an epi-Levalloisian phase.113(Fig 7).
of the end-scrapersand angle-graversof this earliest
This Kharga Aterian is typologically akin to the
Capsian recall closely similar types in the Tebessa
Tebessa Style y, and is more 'evolved' than Styles oc
Style y Aterian (i.e., the more advanced elements
and ,B of Morocco, frequentlyin quartzite.
in the most 'evolved' style group); but there seems
Since Sidi Mansour(cf.SectionIII, init.) mustbe
nothing comparable in their respective geological
ignored as suspect, Berard and Novi best show that
horizons as known at present. No Capsian, -Abri
the Aterian of coastal Algeria directly succeeds a
Levalloiso-Mousterian which, being in quartzite, is
108 Ruhlmann, 1936, pp. 97f.: i.e., less varied, and lacking
the trianglesand trapezes and microburins,present at 'Ain uninformativeas to its exact vintage. We may
Rahmane. But these are surely rare elements in the assume it to be 'Upper' but cannot prove it typoOranian, and even 'Ain Rahmane produced five specimens logically. We must attempt to narrow the issue by
only in a total of 486 implements,of which 72 per cent. were other means.
the normal Oranian backed bladelets. A case for " archaicism " at Khenzira, has not, in my opinion,been established.
Nor does Ruhlmann, 1945a, pp. 79-94, insiston it.
109Ruhlmann, 1936, p. 81.

ibid., pp. 30-35; also Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 71.
"I Roffo,1934, p. 32, in the M'zab. Roffo,1938, pp. 288290, in the Oued Djellal, noted the patina of the Typical
Capsian to be white; the Upper Capsian unaltered; and the
Aterian ferruginousbrown.
112 Passemard, 1941, pp. 43-120.
110

(i) SomeAlluvialEvidence

Bir-el-Ater,the type station (cf. Note 1) is an
instance of several similar alluvial sites of the region
which have yielded Aterian assemblages in situ
without any close definitionfrom their explorers of
their geological age.
113

Caton-Thompson,1946,p. 61, diagram 2.
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The Bir-el-Ater section (Fig. 2), unsatisfactorily Boule considered the fauna " relatively ancient."'20
published14 and frequently misquoted115exposes,
Scientificexcavations would be invaluable.
thick deposits in the bank of a stream-bed.116
AnotherofReygasse's Aterian sitessouthofTebessa,
4. Surfacedeposit,mergesinto 3,
typologically similar to the last, the ' Puits des
but with less gravel
...
...
+ i 30 m.
Chaacas '121 (cf. Note 1) is interestingbecause the
.~ cq
...
3. Gravel, some fairlycoarse
+ 100 m.
lay in gravel pockets in the sides of a well.
industry
2. Argillaceoussands
...
+ 1*50 m.
...
. ?1
are highlylustredin the manner of some
artifacts
The
1. Aterian floor; with ash"17 and
o
<;.o
animalbones
+ 1-00 m.
of the fossil-springflintsin Kharga.
fragmentary
The present stream-bed seems to be scouring a
(Fig. 3). Only the scantiest
Oued Djouf-el-Djemelj22
pre-Aterian gravel not mentioned in the report.118 information is available about the geographical
The stratigraphy was determined by Dalloni who features of this fine site, dealt with carefullyon the
pronouncedthe deposits " certainlyPleistocene,"119and archaeologicalside (cf. Notes 1, 2).
g

+

.

Gravel

*....

*

ArgillIaceous
Sands

Aterian

floor

Gravel
0

5
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I.

FIG. 2.-BIR-EL-ATER,

OUED

,

s

DJEBBANA, ALGERIA.

M
1 Metres
PROFILE

OF ATERIAN STYLE

(AfterReygasse, 1938,No. 12.)
Reygasse, 1919-1920, pp. 551 ff. Sections in Reygasse,
1938, No. 12.
115 The depth of deposit over the Aterian level has been
variously given. (1) Reygasse. 1919-1920, 3 80 m.; (2)
114

Reygasse, 1931, p. 11, 8 Tn.; (3)Breuil, 1931b,p. 457, 7 m.;

Y DEPOSITS.

The Wadi Djouf has cut a limestone defile in the
flanksof a local hill-feature,the Djebel Tazermbount.
The Aterian encampment (Style y: cf. Notes 1, 2,
and Fig. 10, Nos. 1-18) lies on a terracedlimestone
platformformedby the stream at about 5 m. above

(4) Wulsin .1941, p. 57, 3 m.
11cThe Oued Djebbana, a drainage line from the Djebel
120 ibid,, p. 11.
Onk.
Boule, 1924, pp. 323-330, remarks that
117 More probably the natural carbonisation of plant
the bones were indeterminable. Some teeth were not true
remains,a commonoccurrencein Kharga. Cf.also Anderson, Equus caballus as Dalloni had thought; a large ruminantwas
1932, p. 855.
represented.
118 I have not personallyseen the section.
121 Reygasse, 1919-1920, pp. 556 ff.
119 Reygasse, 1931, p. 11.
122 Le Du, 1933, pp.
42-52; 1934a, pp. 201-217.
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its present bed. The archawologicaldeposit consists
of a limestone wash hardened into a tenacious
calcareous crust which encases the unabraded implements. As at Bir-el-Ater, ash is stated to be
conspicuous; a similarexplanation may be suggested
(cf. footnote117).
The profileof the section has marked resemblances
to that of the 7 m. Aterian terrace site in Kharga
(Fig. 6).

Kharga Oa8is.124 In Kharga the water-laiddeposits
at the two main Aterian sites are of differentorigins.
One is sub-artesian; the other due to direct precipitation.
K06.E (Fig. 5). At the fossil-spring, K06E.,
the Aterian floor overlay spring sediments, and in
turn was sealed, not by further depositions from
but
below as at the adjacent Levalloisian fossil-spring,
by a bed of Teoliansand-rock.125

Aterian
station

tOrn.

OuedD/oufT?

Alluvium

f

I

.~~~~~~~~~~T

,IILimestone
I

FIG.

100

O

3.-DDJOUF-EL-DJEMEL,

ALGERIA.

200

CROSS-SECTION

OF ATERIAN

STYLE

300

Y STATION.

m.

(After Le Du, 1933.)

'Ain Metherchem
(Fig. 4).i23
Vaufrey's stratified
In Kharga, owing to acidity, faunal remains have
Aterian deposits at 'Ain Metherchem(cf.Section JJJ), perished. A wild date alone provides biological data.
which I have assigned to Style a (to ,3?) produce,
Bulaq A Site (Fig. 6).126 This Aterianencampment,

5

I O

S

SECTION
FIG. 4.-'AIN

S-an ds-ton e

P o nti

Om.

TUNISIA.
METHERCHEM,
STYLE
ATERIAN, PROBABLY

E.
P.

AIN

AT
BANK,
BED

I

METH ERCHEM M

BED 1, ATERIAN, PROBABLY STYLE OC. W. BANK, BEDS
EARLIER
CAPSIAN.
(AfterVaufrey,1936, Fig. 3.)

4,

1', 2',

on examination of its cross-section,a comparable on the eastern scarp, proves an advanced stage in
impressionof neo-Pleistocene age withoutthe means the local physiographical sequence. The floor is
to definethem more closely. The fauna, Rhinoceros
124
8p., Equus Burchelli,and Alcelaphus, is unhelpful.
Caton-Thompson,1931.; Caton-Thompsonand Gardner,
123

Vaufrey,1936, pp. 20-26.

1932, pp. 369-406.
125 Gardner,1932, pp. 407-412.
126 Caton-ThompsonandcGardner, 1932, pp, 396 f., Fig. 8.
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incorporated in silt overl:yinga 7 m. terrace in a
valley of the sub-recent drainage system,itself first
defined in the Upper Levalloisian period. The
physiographicalsequence is the clearestthat Aterian
field work has yet produced: We interpret it as
followsin order of occurrence:

separating the Upper Levalloisian from the Levalloiso-Khargan.
3. Earliest pebbly silt-depositionin a sag in the
gravel of the 7 m. terrace. Camp site of LevalloisoKhargan facies (group 2 of inset section).
S
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1. Resorted Upper Sheet gravels (of Acheulian and
4. Continued silt-depositionwith sporadic impleAcheulio-Levalloisian age) fill the older Pleistocene ments of Levalloiso-Khargan facies (group 3a of inset
valley, and rest upon a pre-existingrock-cutterrace section).
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5. Cuttingof 5 m. terrace (102 m. level on section,
of limestone and shale. Rolled Acheulian to Levalloisian artifacts in the gravels (group 1 of inset Fig. 6).
section).
6. Continuedsilt-depositionon 7 m. terrace: within
2. Cutting of resorted Upper Sheet gravels into 20 cm. of the presentsurfacea large Aterian encampterraces at 10 and 7 m. above present thalweg (at ment (group 3b of inset section: position " site A "
site A, the 7 m. terrace alone is present). We ascribe of section,Fig. 6).
this cuttingto an erosionalphase (8c of graph,Fig. 7)
An unrolledtanged point (Fig. 12, No. 9) lay on the
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5 m. terracebelow. The upper silt at least seems likely
to be wash from a flanking watershed, and unconnectedwith stream deposition.127
From these two sections emerges the following.
The Aterian arrival in Libya witnessed a Pleistocene
landscape-modellingwhich had reached virtually its
present form, and was marking time against the
progressive decline in moisture (both artesian and
pluvial) which culminated eventually in the catastrophe of full desert. At Armant in the Nile Valley
on the latitude of Kharga, weoliansand has been
noted inter-bedded with Sebilian silt; and it is
believed that in Nubia rainfallhad failed by Sebilian
times.128Inasmuch as Lower Sebilians and LevalloisoKhargans were both immediately post-UpperLevalloisian in their respective areas, and probably
approximatelycontemporaryin their epi-Levalloisian
world, the consolidated dune overlying the Aterian
floor at mound-springK06E, is consistentwith the

Thus the alluvial evidence, such as it is, presents
the Aterian of Style y, both in Tunisia and Kharga, as
definitelyvery late or neo-Pleistocene.
(ii) Some Evidence from Raised Beaches and Marine
Caves
The relation of sea-levels to human activities has
to
been discussed too recentlyand authoritativelyl29
require attention here beyond relevant fact-finding.
Moreover,forFrench NorthAfricaWulsin has usefully
summarisedmost of the existingevidence.130 Indeed,
well directedfieldwork is now alone likely to liftthe
subject beyond its presentsomewhatconjecturalstage.
Fortunately the only part of the difficultquestion
which concerns us here is Aterian man's position
beside the unstable sea: and it is precisely at this
point that most observationsfail in necessary detail.
The two well-known Monastirianbeaches at?18-20
m. and ? 5-10 m. respectively,are widely developed

txtensiveerosioh- wide valleys
cut in scarp
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TO EACH OTHER AND TO PRESENT DESERT CONDITIONS. (AfterCaton-Thompson,1946, DiiNg. 2.)

external evidence, and in accord with the assumption
that, away on the 1,000 ft.Kharga scarp,precipitation
still maintainedrunningwater, seasonally at any rate.
Given the climatic differenceswhich mark NorthEast fromNorth-West Africa, the degree of general
resemblance shown in the profilesof weathering on
Figs. 3 and 6 permitsthe inferencethat the Kharga
physiographical succession may one day find its
companion piece in Tebessa.

in North-WestAfrica. The position of a LevalloisoMousterian industry in the sea-caves and open
stations of Algeria,in deposits overlyingthe 18-20 m.
beach (formerlytermed Monastirian I, then, by
malacologists-whose biological stride is longer than
suits the prehistorian-Tyrrhenian II), has been
known for years. Prehistorians, venturing a little
ahead of the physiographers,are practically unanimous in correlatingthis beach, and the transgression

A panoramic view was published in Caton-Thompson
and Gardner,1932,Fig. 8, whichshows b6th terracesand the
watershed.
128 Sandford and Arkell, 1934, pp. 94 f. Also Sandford,
1933, pp. 211-235, forthe Southem Libyan Desert.

129
Blanc, 1936,pp. 129-162; 1937,pp. 621-651 ; Ball, 1939,
pp. 41-67; Huzayyin, 1941, pp. 45-56; Neuville and
Ruhlmann, 1941; Breuil, 1942,p. 77; Breuil, Vaulthierand
Zbyszewski,1942, pp. 21-25; Breuil and Mortelmans,1945,
pp. 361-396; Breuil, 1946; Zeuner,1945,pp. 225-252.
130 Wulsin. 1941, pp. 39-47.
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which led to it, with the Riss-Wiirm; and the lower
part ofthe subsequentinfillingof caves or open coastal
depositswith the early stages of the ensuingregression
which, for them, represents the Mediterranean's
adjustmentto the openingphases ofthe last glaciation.
Quite recently the archaeologicalrecord has been
amplifiedfromMorocco by the claim that Micoquian
bifaces survived, alongside a late Mousterian, into
the latter era.131
The Lower or MonastirianII shore-line(for which
the- unhappy name 'Grimaldian ' has been proposed132)has received less attention, possibly as a
result of the prevalent view that it was merely a
temporarystill-standin the drop of MonastirianI to
submarine levels.133 Yet for late prehistory it is
evidentlyto be of paramount importance.
The Egyptian Evidence. Egypt's contributionto
these questions concerns, not coastal deposits, but
Nile terracesunder eustatic control. The correlation
of the 9 m. terrace (Early Mousterian) with-Monastirian I134 has not been contested, though the view
has been expressed recently that the contained
industry is Acheulio-Levalloisian-an opinion based
on Kharga correspondences135-withoutregard to
Morocco, with which, actually, it accords reasonably
well.
Similarly,the Nile's accommodation to the Lower
Monastirianlevel has been identifiedin Lower Egypt
with aggradation silts of Upper Levalloisian age.136
Thus Egypt, unlike Algeria, provides us with fair
evidence for the particular industry there contemporary with these respective marine movements.
Moreover,theNile has made an additional major-and
so far unique-contribution, by virtuallyprovingthe
Lower Monastirianlevel to be a minortransgressive
marine 'cycle' on its own, built up from depth,
and not just a halt in the fall of Monastirian Ia fact which somewhat affectsthe view of its physiographical age-usually believed to be last Interglacial like Monastirian I (cf.Note 7). More recently,
hintsof possible complicationshave arisen fromBall's
studyoftheNile's Pleistoceneflood-plaingradients,supported by the Faiyum lake movements, which led
him, indirectly,to suggest three Monastirian high
levels, not two.137 I have elsewhere analysed the
131Neuville and

logical results of Ball's hypothesisapplied to human
industries, on the alternative assumptions that
MonastirianII is Riss-Wurmin correlationvalue; or
(heretically)Last Glacial.138 The need formore facts
obviates immediate conclusions.
Against this generalised background, where does
the Aterian stand ? In Kharga an 'evolved"'
AterianwhichI have termedStyle y is certainlypostUpper Levalloisian, synchronous with abated precipitation, dunal formation, and with the latest
recognisable Pleistocene deposition in a sub-recent,
valley (cf. Bulaq A above). In the Nile Valley its
relativepositionis unknown,fortrue Aterian artifacts
are rare. But in as much as the Upper Levalloisian
of Kharga correspondstypologicallyto that of the
Nile Valley and Faiyum, and its relative physiographical position in each place seems reasonably
co-ordinated,139thereis justificationforregardingthe
Aterian in Egypt proper also as later than the
aggradation silts and the Faiyum 34 m. (or younger
Levalloisian) lake; i.e., post-MonastirianII. Since
we know that in Southern Egypt the Upper Levalloisian was succeeded by the Lower and Middle
Sebilian,140and in Faiyum by the epi-Levalloisian I
and II industries(34 m.; 28 m.; and 22-24 m. series
of fallinglakes); and in Kharga by the LevalloisoKhargan which preceded the Aterian (cf. Bulaq A
above), there seems no option but to regard the
Aterian arrival in Libya as invasive; and I welcome
Huzayyin's independent arrival at the same conclusion.141 In default of full Kharga publication I
have, in Note 6, set out the evidence forthe chronological relationshipof Aterian to Khargan industry.
The EvidencefromPescadian Deposits. That is all
Egypt can contributefor the moment; and it is at
once evident that an invasive industry of advanced
facies, discovered, like one of its own spent arrowheads, some 2,000 miles from its possible startingpoint, throws little light upon the period of its
perhaps remote infancy.
For that we must return to North-West Africa.
There, no artifactshave as yet been found,rolled or
unrolled,in the beach deposits of MonastirianI or It
levels.142 Therefore, while bearing in mind the
Egyptian and Moroccan evidence, we must turn to
the superimposedsubaerialdeposits on thetwobeaches.
These must,I consider,be kept separate. Monas-

Ruhlmann, 1941,pp. 106-120.
Unhappy because' Grimaldian,'the name long identified
withan epi-glacialindustry,is totallyunrelatedin timeto the
138 Caton-Thompson,1946,
5-10 m. shore:line.
p. 97.
133 For example,
139
ibid., 1946, Diagrams 2, 3, 4.
Huzayyin, 1941,p. 54, footnote5.
140 Remembering that the full depth of aggrading silt,
13 Sandfcrdand Arkell, 1934, p. 124; 1939, pp. 59 f.
in the places examined, separates the two.
sterile
135 Caton-Thompson,1946, pp. 81, 82, 85, 86.
141 Huzayyin, 1941, p. 256.
136 Sandfordand Arkell, 1939, pp. 58-60, 96.
142 Breuil, 1942a,p. 21, reportsan unrolled" Languedocian "
137 Ball, 1939, pp. 56, 193.
pebble in the 8 m. beach in Portugal.
132
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tirian I and II are distinctentities,143
and to refer,as Kifan bel Ghomariin Morocco.148 It has been called
is usual, to the deposits upon both as though they a " developed Mousterian,"but I know of no evidence
were identical and synchronous (though dunes or in favour of this opinion, and consider that the
wash later than either may cover both), is to invite Pescadian deposits should be correlated with the
yet another obscurityinto prehistory. This essential Lower Levalloiso-Mousterian period of high predistinction could, I suggest, best be enforced by cipitationand tufa formationin Kharga (Fig. 7), and
simple designations; and I shall use the term in the Nile Valley.with the lowering of the Nile's
Pescadian forthe depos'itsoverlyingthe MonastirianI flood-plainin adjustment to a fall of sea-level of at
shore-line; and the term Berardian for those upon least 30 m.'49 A correlation with Wiirm I seems
the Lower Monastirianbeach (cf.Notes 4, 5 and 7).
irresistible(Note 7).
The EvidencefromBerardian Deposits. The Aterian
The Pescadian deposits of Algeria, for the most
part unmethodically studied, with briliant rare is post-Pescadian, and connected with a totally
exceptions,144have never yet produced Aterian differentand later marine cycle. The Mediterranean,
implements,and now seem unlikelyto do so. Instead, on Egyptian analogies,fell considerablybelow present
they yield scarce artifacts of generalised Levalloiso- sea-level in Lower Levalloiso-Mousteriantimes,before
Mousterian type, usually, but not invariably, in it reversed the process and regained its second
quartzite, including a few with good retouch.145 Monastirian maximum of +5-10 m. This gives a
In Algeria no Micoquian bifaces have yet been very different impression of the time interval
recordedfromthese Pescadian beds.
between the two levels fromthat given by the view of
The Pescadian deposits, which formthe lower part a straightdrop fromthe higherto the lower.
of the beds upon the Monastirian I shore-line at
The industrial age of the lower North African
Sidi Medjoub, have -been noted in another context shore-lineis, like the higher one, still unattested by
(cf. Section III), and confirmthe general position implementsin situin it. But the circum-Mediterranean
outlined in Note 4. An erosional interlude there consistency of evidence for Upper Levalloisoseparates the Levalloiso-Mousterian campers from Mousterianartifactsat, or near, the base of the overthe beach,146 and a substantial interval elapsed lying deposits, with Neanderthal man in two cases
beforethe Aterians camped at the Moulin site along- proved to be their owner'50and a continued survival
of the " archaic " warm fauna of Pescadian
side, in a position of no altimetriesignificance.
beds
(see Note 4), indicates that the beach itself (in
It is unfortunatethat no fieldwork of the calibre
of Anderson's at Mazouna'47 has yet been done on the Egypt altimetricallycorrelatedwithUpper LevalloisoPleistoceneterracesofthe coastal valleys. But on the Mousterian aggradation silts'51) is their near conevidence of the shore-lineitself,the Pescadian deposits temporary. The evidence from the Berardian beds
are unmistakably pre-Aterian. Their contained of Algeria is not discordantwith this view.
Like the Pescadian series they comprise marineLevalloiso-Mousterian artifacts show no Aterian
tendencies. Even the precursor of the Tabalbalat cave infillingsand coastal, depositions, which are
technique has not been recorded amongst them. however, predominently sandy and dunal. For
It is an undistinguishedindustry, exhibiting, even nearly a hundred kilometres west of Algiers the
when in rare flint,little of the good retouch of the Berardian level is intermittentlywell defined, and
Grotte Eboulee in Oran (cf. Section II) or even has yielded at numerous points Aterian artifacts
in situ or outweathered. Amongst these Berard,
the type station' (see Note 5), is, for stratigraphical
143 As proved in Egypt. I consider no useful purpose
reasons
already stated at the beginningof Section III,
would be served here by pursuingBall's revival of the theory
that the Eastern Mediterranean was an enclosed basin the most important. For overlyingthe Monastirian
bounded by the Tunisia-Calabria land-bridgeduringthe two II beach, here at about 5 50 m., lies a Levalloisoperiods of low sea-level under discussionhere,i.e., the Intra- Mousterian quartzite industry,occupying the lower
Monastiriandrop,and the Post-Monastiriandrop (Ball, 1939,
pp. 58-67). Ball seemedunawareofVaufrey'smorespecialised part of a red clayey sand. Its aspect, due to the
reasoningin rejectionof the theory(Vaufrey,1929a, 1929b). material, may be archaic ;152 but, for the physioIt should, however,be noted that wjiereas Vaufreyinvokes graphicalreasons given,it can be no older than a late

a fall of nearly 400 m. as necessaryto establishland contact,
148 Campardou, 1917.
Ball's more recent data on submarine topography reduce
this figureto 293 m.: he invokes seismic instabilityand
149 Caton-Thompson,1946,
pp. 68, 71, 86 f., Diagram 3.
150 At Gibraltarand Pontine Italy.
continentalupliftto help the process.
144 In particularArambourg,1934.
151 Subject to the possible adjustmentto Ball's hypothesis,
145 As at Carriere Anglade (Arambourg andc Marchand, which would make it one
industrialstage later (cf. Caton1935, pp. 15-22).
Thompson, 1946, p. 99).
146 Doumergue, 1922, p. 185.
152 Environmental occupation may play a part in- this.
147 Anderson,1932,-pp. 847-874.o
Fishermenare proverbiallypoor
K2
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Upper Levalloiso-Mousterianperiod. The very important claim that an Aterian industry overlies it,
in the top of this same bed (level 3) and the base of
level 4 above, requires re-examination,not to verify
the statement,but to confirmor deny the geological
continuityof the two levels, which affects the time
relationship of the contained eindustries. Yet at
Novi, 48 km. westwards, the same observers state
that in a very similar section the same industrial
stratificationhas been found.153
This association ofthe Aterianwiththe consolidated
upper dune or sandrock (bed 4), is reaffirmedat
anothersite west of B6rard,'54wherebed 3 was sterile,
but the overlying sandrock bed 4 yielded four
tanged points and other Aterian types; and a
similarsituationhas been shown at 'Ain Taya.155
Natural differences
in local depositionsaccount fora
variant on this Berardian theme to the north of
Bizerta; but the relative Aterian position remains
constant,and may be accepted as proved.
Cave deposits of the same generalhorizonremain to
be noted. They have received less attentionthan the
caves of MonastirianI. The most important,Dar-esSoltan, near Rabat, Morocco, investigated in 1936,
is unpublished, and my interpretation,based on
perhaps incomplete data, may not accord in detail
with that of the excavator.156 But frompreliminary
references157
the cave appears to be due to wave action
on the coastal sandrocks of the Monastirian I emergence (Pescadian beds ?), implyinga sufficiently
long
interval for these to have become hardened. At all
events, upon the rock-floorat 9 m. rests a shelly
beach, 35 cm. thick, overlain by 1'35 m. of sterile
deposits. Next followtwo Aterian levels, separated,
as at Khenzira, fromeach otherby an interveningbed
1-65 m. thick. The sterile bed seems likely to be
late Upper Levalloiso-Mousterianin age.
'Ain-el-Turk, Oran,'58 is another instance of a
MonastirianII cave (roofat 8 m.). The two or three
uninformativequartzite artifactsin the Oran museum
inconclusivelysuggest a Levalloiso-Mousterianrather
than an Aterian facies. The bone breccia yielded
Rhinoceros Merckii, Bubalis antiquus, and Hippopotamus-' hrchaic' formswhich survived round the
Mediterraneaninto the late Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian, and which Khenzira has additionally proved
to have survivedas late as Aterian ,3.

V. SUMMARYAND DISCuSSION OF THE ATERIANIN
NORTH AFRICA
The generalised figureof Aterian techno-typology
is Levalloiso-Mousterian,withouttrue blade elements,
and withoutevidence ofregionalcontact with Capsian
or Oranian industries which are later, but may
coincide with an ill definedNeo-Aterianphase. The
outstanding features which win the specificAterian
name are bifacial percussion and pressure retouch
on large and small spear-heads; the core biface or
Aterian hand-axe; the unifacialtanged javelin-head,
with occasional bifacial specimens derived from it;
and the stemmed and barbed or winged arrbw-head,
usually unifacial,but bifacial in abnormal cases.
Though Aterian genius perfectedthese, and united
them forthe firsttime withina single knap-sack, the
several items, the tangs apart, belong to diverse
elements in various aspects of the older LevalloisoMousterian culture. But it seems certain that one
region only of the three continental areas covered
by that culture-complex nourished the roots of
Aterianism. That regionis neitherEurope nor Asia;
similarly North-East Africa must be outside the
possible field, since its post-Levalloiso-Mousterian
historyis epi-Levalloisian, the antithesis of Aterianism. The region seems narrowed to west or south
of North-East Africa. There is reason thereforeto
regardNorth-WestAfrica as the homeland of Aterian
growth,ifnot of origins; wherethe greatestvarietyof
types is present, denoting long evolution, and compelling subdivisions, attempted here as a possible
systematizationforfuturework. But it is clear that
my Style c of Khenzira level A can hardly be the
beginningof the Aterianas such. It already contains
mature forms,and the arrow,headis well-developed.
We cannot, therefore, confidentlyassume NorthWest Africa to be the primary region of Aterian
evolution.
Otherpossibilitieswill be examined (cf. Section VI).
But the claim from Morocco that a Micoquian
culture survived there into the Pescadian epoch,
alongside a Levalloiso-Mousterian which, in the
same region, is believed to exhibit certain 'protoAterian' tendencies (cf. Section II), obviously
predisposesone to regardMorocco as a, or the, crucial
area.
This brings us to the problem of how far my
proposed Aterian style groups have a chronological
153 Marchand and Ayme, 1935, pp. 239-242.
value, or may be simplygeographicvariants reflecting
154 Marchand, 1939, pp. 298-363.
modes oflifeand access to raw materialson mountain,
I" Piroutet, 1930, pp. 513-517.
savannah, desert or sea-shore.
156 Dr. Ruhlmann.
157 Breuil, 1942, p. 77;
Neuville and Ruhlmann, 1941,
I believe they undoubtedly have a relative timep. 105; Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 75 f.
and Khenzira, with its two levels, is the
value;
He adopts the view
1588Doumergue, 1934, pp. 309-346.
anchorage for the belief. These caves prove a
of the physiographicalunity of MonastirianI and II.
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physical interval, considered "fairly long" by
Ruhlmann, bet-weenmy Styles a and ,B; a typological development; and a change in taste in raw
material. Their absolute age is less sure. Ruhlmann
sees in the sterilebasal stratum (Fig. 1, A) a normal
example of initial cave infillingdue to pluvial infiltrations,contemporarywith the withdrawal of the
high-levelMonastirian seal59-i.e., Pescadian in our
terminology. If that be so, as seems reasonable, the
Aterian artifacts on stratum A, are,positionally,
perhaps the earliest recorded,and may be absolutely
older than others included in the oxgroup. It all
depends on the momentof arrival. Khenzira stratum
B., with Aterian Style P in the upper part only must
also be assigned to a relatively early absolute age
by reason of the associated fauna-relict forms
usually found in the cave infillingsof Pescadian and
Berardian age.
AterianStyle y of Alger-Tunisiaand Kharga, on the
otherhand, seems to be later physiographicallyas well
as typologically. In Kharga we have noted its very
late place in the local sequence. In Algeria it may
be somewhat earlier: but the general resemblanceof
its geological position in the alluvia of both regions,
quite apart from typology, seems to proclaim it as
later than Styles oxand P.
Turningto the absolute chronology,it is impossible
to evade any longerthe crucial question of the age of
the Monjastirian II shore-line; for its overlying
Berardian deposits are consistently the scene of
Aterian encampments. Is it interglacial-RissWiirm; or intra-glacial,Wurm I-II ?
I have elsewhere analysed the archaeological
implicationsofttheformerview applied to the Egyptian
palaeolithicsequence.'60 They lead to the unconvincing conclusion that the Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian
(or, on Ball's correlation,the early epi-Levalloisian)
is Last Interglacial. Unless, therefore,a satisfactory
physiographical adjustment, based on ample field
data, be proposed to smooth out the inconsistencies,
the alternative hypothesis of a Wirmian interstade
seems archaeologicallythe more plausible probability,
but lacks as yet the weighty championship of the
other.'6' Yet a choice here and now between these
alternativesseems required,since the issue should not
weakly be shelved by invoking a time lag, of convenient length to fit the argument, between the
beach's emergence and the arrival of the first of
successive people who wished to use it. It is against
reason to suppose that a well defined beach, as is
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MonastirianII, remained untenanted,not for several
human generations,but forthe best part of a physiographical epoch. At Berard and Novi and at a long
listofBerardiansites,theUpper Levalloiso-Mousterians
stationed themselveson dunes or othersandy deposits,
accumulated directlyupon the beach. We may infer
theywere above the maximumreach ofthe waves, but
not more,forpeople do not occupybeaches unless they
are fishermen. The subsequent Aterian campers on
the accumulating dunal deposits may, for the same
reason, be assumed to have also been withina stone's
throw of their falling sea162-in other words to be
synchronous,geologically speaking (and that is our
only possible time-measurement)with an early phase
of MonastirianII regression. A Wiirm I correlation
is out of the question, and I provisionally assume
a later interstade(cf. Note 7).
In so far as Aterian Style y has not been identified
along the coast, it is possible to suppose, not that
Style y is necessarilyan inland variety,but that the
shore-lineof its fallingsea is now below the waves of
our rising one.
VI. THE STILL-BAY INDUSTRY
A palaeolithic people, formidablyarmed in comparison with its neighbours; a people who ranged
southwardsprobablyto the Niger bend,163and pushed
eastwards across the width of Africa to the Nile
boundary,are people to have adventuredbeyond, one
might suppose, under the same incalculable stimulus,
wrestingthe contractinghuntinggrounds and watering places fromweaker groups, still in thrall to an
outmoded Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian tradition, or
its deteriorated derivatives.
Knowledge of the late palaeolithicsequence in large
tracts of Central and West Africa is too defective,
however, to justify speculations, which must derive
authority from verified distribution and relative
chronologystill lacking. Nor can it be maintained
that the strongelements of 'Aterianism' in the StillBay industries of Equatorial and South Africa are
due to a transcontinentalspread of Aterianpeoples or
even to " influence" fromthe marginal zones of their
maximumexpansion. For despite the close similarity
in many respectsbetweenthe Aterian and Still-Bay,'64
162

Compare the similar situation in South Africa (Section

VIT).

163
Actually 100 miles north-eastof Timbuctoo, within a
relativelyshortdistance of Asselar (cf. end of Section I).
164 Such as the dual retouch (percussionand pressure) on
the bifacial spear-heads; the " pseudo-hand-axe"; the
Tabalbalat flaketechnique; and the commonsubstratumof
159 Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 70. In thispublicationhe inverts Levallois cores (usually discoid) and flakes. Still-Bay spearthe alphabetic successionof depositsgiven in the 1936 report. heads, however,frequentlydisplay very wide straightbutts
160 Caton-Thompson,
1946, p. 99.
and an equi-triangular outline, not seen in the Aterian
1'61 Zeuner, 1945, pp. 235 f.
specimens, the butts of which are normally convex.
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the most characteristic element in the Aterian
repertory,and the one least likely to have been
omitted,is the tanged artifact; and this seems not to
have been recorded in any Still-Bay group until we
reach, baffled,the extremetip of Cape Colony.
To rationalisethisinconsequenceis, forthe moment,
impossible. Obviously crucial data are lacking; but
the nature of the problem may be indicated by a
selection of still disordered facts awaiting their
relative places and significances.165
In North-East Africawe noted that Ateriantechnotypological tendencies were latent in the Upper
Levalloiso-Mousterian. In Egypt, however, they
are so infrequent and sporadic as to indicate a
marginalregionof development. As we travel south,
they become accentuated; and in Kenya and
Southern Rhodesia have been termed "Proto-StillBay" in undefinedrelationshipto the "Early StillBay " of Abyssinia and Uganda.

Abyssinia. In a rock shelter above Lake Tana a
12 ft. section shows169:
5. Late derivativeof Magosian.
4. Magosian.
3. Late Still-Bay ... Bifaced points; end-scrapers on
flake-blades;angle burins; backed
blades, etc.
2. Middle Still-Bay Bifaced points, mainly straightbased triangular forms; endscrapers on flake-blades; backed
blades. Levalloisian cores.
1. Early Still-Bay Bifaced points, both convex-butted
and straight-based, triangular;
Tabalbalat thinning on unifacial
flake; end-scrapersand burinson
flake-blades,etc.

It should be noted that the backed blades appear to
be struckfromtortoise,not blade, cores: the inventory lists none of the latter.
Uganda. In Uganda the Levalloisian is widespread,
and is described as " monotonouslyconservativeand
TheAnglo-Egyptian
SudanandSomaliland. Surface unspecialised" untilthe end ofits long history," when
and outwash artifacts-quartzite in the Sudan, chert it flourishedfor a time as the Still Bay."170 Quartz
in Somaliland-include Tabalbalat points, semi- and accounts for the crude appearance. Stratigraphyis
fully-bifacedfoliates, end-scrapers on flake-blades, defective, but composite rubble sections show:
associated with the usual basic mixtureof Levalloisian
3. Developed Uganda
Bifacial points, crude and never
...
Still-Bay
cores and plain and retouched flakes from them.'66
acutely triangular,etc.
Roughlybacked flake-bladesand probablytrue blades,
2. Early Uganda Stillwhich constantly occur in Still-Bay groups, make
... Bifacial points and small ovoid to
...
Ba'y
their appearance. Thoiugh no Upper Levalloisopiriformcore bifaces (pseudoMousterian can be isolated in default of stratified
hand-axes), etc.
1. Upper Uganda
series, it surely exists as the local substratum. No
... Disc
Levalloisian
cores, plain flakes with
Aterian tanged artifacts are on record;167 we have
preparedplatforms,etc.
presumablypassed south of the Aterian boundary in
O'Brien regards the Still-Bay as the final developthe eastern half of Africa, and entered the northern
of the Levalloisian, and, like Leakey, assigns it
ment
limit of Still-Bay expansion.
to
end of the Gamblian pluvial.171 His 'conthe
The discoveryin old deposits of the Blue Nile, some
about its origin diverge, however, from the
clusions
200 miles south of Khartoum, of a fossil protoBushman or Boskopoid skull,'68 is of outstanding theory, upheld notably by Burkitt and Leakey, of
"
im-portancein view of the known association of the Levalloisian and " neanthropic culture-contact.
as a case of
succession
Uganda
the
regards
O'Brien
type with the Still-Bay industryin South Africa.
linear growth from the local Upper Levalloisian,
without evidence of "CCapsian " or other " blade"
contacts.172 But he suggeststhat the bifaced tools in
the Uganda Still-Bay denote " borrowing" of a biface
165 As in the Aterian section, we have selected fromthe
voluminous literature those examples most usefully illus- technique fromthe Tumbian173(see Section VII).
trativehere.
Kenya-Tanganyilka. Still-Bay evolution in this
166 Burkittand BarringtonBrown, 1931. Also A. T. Curle
area
may be epitomised in the sequence'74:
materialin Univ. Mus. of Arch. and Eth., Cambridge.

167 Kharga, 700 miles to the north of Khartoum, seems
actually to be the most southerlypoint recordedin eastern
NorthAfricaforthe Aterian. At a guess, and in view of its
western extension towards the Niger, it seems likely that
Tibesti may prove to be an important Aterian-Still-Bay
area. Teilhard de Chardin, 1940, Fig. 3, has published a
definitelytanged semi-circularscraper fromFrench Somaliland, found in hut circles. It may indicate a perpetuation
of Ateriantradition.
168 Smith-Woodward,1938, pp. 190-5.

3. Typical Still-Bay

169
170
171
172
173
174

Plus backed tools " borrowed"
fromthe Kenya Aurignacian.

Moysey and Leakey, 1943, pp. 196-203.
O'Brien, 1939, p. 170.
O'Brien, 1937, p. 27.
ibid., p. 27.
O'Brien, 1939, p. 64.
Leakey, 19,36a,pp. 62 f.; also 1931, pp. 78-82.
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2. Proto-Still-Bay ... Plus a few backed tools and end(formerlyKenya
scrapers"' borrowed" as above.
Upper Mousterian)
1. Simple,pure developed Levalloisian.

with unfaceted platforms-one or two platforms
being found on each core."'80 Though not identical
in detail; the Aterian flake-blade core (see Fig. 11,
No. 6) falls into the same general class. It already
A Levalloisian-Kenya-Aurignacian "hybridisa- occurs in early Levalloisian industries.
Southern Rhodesia. Bambata Cave.'81 Results
tion" is envisaged. We should note that many
i
Kenya Upper Aurignacian blades show a prepared have benefited from independent excavations
1929
and
1939.
Sufficient
for
present
purposes
is
a
strikingplatform.'75
simplified
section,
showing
the
main
divergencies
in
Complications are introduced into the above
sequence by uncertainties about an unpublished the findings of the two excavators. The term
" Pseudo-Still-Bay " industry,regardedas " a branch 'Bambata industry' is by common consent now
derivative of the Levalloisian influenced by the re-namedRhodesian Still-Bay.
(1929)
Strata
Jones (1939)
Armstrong
Acheulian," and assigned to the end of the Kamasian
(Total
+
19ft.)
pluvial.'76 The illustrated specimens'77 depict a 4. Wilton
3. Wilton
group which, a disclaimer to the contrary notwithUpper Bambata
U
standing, looks strangely suggestive of the Kenya 3. - Middle ,,
Unstratii
2 Lower
fieda : little
Proto-Still-Bay, if not of a typical Still-Bay. The
lithic evo2.
MousRhodesian
Typical
Upper
inclusionin it of small thin hand-axes is importantto
lutionsave
terian intercalat- Cave L 2. Stillthe present study; and in view of the claimed
for Stilled with Lower Earth F
Bay
antiquity detailed informationis awaited eagerly.
Bambata
(or
Bayfoliate
' neanthropic' )
points.
It is relevant here to note that in Tanganyika a
contemporary
fossilhuman skull associated with a pure Levalloisian
J
occupation.
culture is non-Homo-sapiensin character.'78
1. Acheulian
Lower Cave 1. Proto-Still-Bay
South of the Equator, the Rhodesias continue the
Earth
(developed
known Still-Bay area, with or without known
Levalloisian).
ancestry.
The ' Acheulian ' hand-axes and cleavers of StellenNorthernRhodesia. Mumbwa Cave.179 The 9 ft. bosch type'82 were accepted as such by Breuil.'83
deposits yielded
Cumulative Still-Bay and Aterian evidence favours
4. Recent
Jones, however, in his ascription of these bifaces to
3. Upper Cave Earth
... Rhodesian Wilton
the Proto-Still-Bay,'84supported as they are by the
2. Lower Cave Earth
... Rhodesian Still-Bay
associated flake industry (with burins), directly
1. Red Cave Earth over
decomposed rock ... Sterile
ancestral in type to the Still-Bay of the Upper Cave
The Still-Bay, small and perhaps of latish facies, Earth. The hazards of excavation favoured Jones,
is chiefly in quartz. The main types are bifacial moreover,but not Armstrong,with similar " pseudofoliates; unifaced Levalloisian flakes; discoidal hand-axes " in the Upper Cave Earth also. No discores; various scrapers, including end-scrapers; credit attaches to a pioneer identificationsince seen
burins; core bifaces (pseudo-hand-axes); a few to be erroneous,and dangerouslyrestrictedin area.
Armstrong's pure. Mousterian level, based typobacked blades and bladelets. Careful publication
logically
upon the 'point,' and absence of 'blade and
"The
faceted
imparts informationabout the last.
flakes (68 per cent.) are of two main forms-either burin' elements, is hardly at variance with Jones's
broad and sub-triangular, or long and blade-like. preference for a Still-Bay label. But a radical
These were struckfromdifferent
types of cores. The differenceof interpretationis disclosed over Armformerfromthe oval or sub-triangulartortoise core, strong's claimed Lower Bambata intercalations,
and the latter froma flattishlong core having usually which, to him, denoted the arrival of 'neanthropic'
one faceted platform-the flakes being struck down immigrants from the north, introducing Capsian
one long side only. The unfaceted flakes, nearly all technique into the Rhodesian Mousterian world.
long and blade-like,were derived from f6rmlesscores A classic example of supposed culture-contactfollows:
and it is suggested that " the newcomers absorbed
the best elements of the older Mousterian industry,
175 Leakey, 1931, p. 102, Fig. 33.
176 Leakey, 1936a, pp. 52-54. 63 f.;
O'Brien, 1939, pp. 180, 183, 204.

also comments by

181 Armstrong,
1931, pp. 239-276; Neville Jones (undated
Leakey, 1936b,p. 1082; Leakey, 1945, paper; work done in 1939).
182 Armstrong,
1931, p. 254.
p. 54.
183 ibid., p. 256.
179 Desmond Clark, 1942.
180 ibid., p. 183.
184 The factthat theyare made on heavy flakesis immaterial.
'77

ibid., Fig. 6.

178 Weinert, 1939:

K 4
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whichthey developed ultimately Rhodesia 4nd Equatorial Africa are here replaced by
notably the point
into a long slender point, almost Solutrean in bases tapering to a convex butt, as in the Aterian.
technique."185
Core bifaces of Stellenbosch type appear at the
To Neville Jones the intercalation, absent in his Tugela Mouth " in apparent association with bifaced
own section, was probably due to an irregularityof points and flakes of Levallois character" ;192 and
deposition(a view originallyproposed by Braunholtz); Cramb's conclusion, despite opposition, that they
and he interprets the sequence of industries as a form an integrated group is, in my view, fully
direct development from the Proto-Still-Bay, undis- justified.193 Backed blades are mentioned; one is
turbed by " neanthropic" contacts, until the Wilton described as made from a Levallois core, and the
microlithsannounce a radical cultural change. He figuressuggest that others may also be so made.194
expresses the opinion " that the more we learn of the
Zululand. From Ingwavuma,195 comes a predevelopmentof our Middle Stone Age industries,the liminaryannouncementof fossilman in cave deposits
more we have reason to believe that they developed containing the Pietersburg variation of the Middle
locally in South Africa fromthe moment they began Stone Age, nearly related to the Still-Bay in age and
to emergefromthe Early Stone Age until they began style. It is mentionedhere because " backed blades,"
to give way to the Later Stone Age. It is really not said to be similar to those which characterise the
necessary to suspect the cultural contact of another Still-Bay culture of the Cape, were made on flakerace in order to account for cultural advance- blades of Levalloisian core origin.' The skull is said
ment
".186
on a firststudy to be neither negro nor Bushman:
Little in the Bambata cave assemblage, which is perhaps a Boskopoid variant will be its eventual
normal Still-Bay, requires special comment, except designation.
the rather numerous burins (26) in the Lower Cave
Cape Colony. The artifacts from the Cape Flats
Earth, alongside the core bifaces (18),187and some
collection)196display a wide variety of outline
(Hardy
steeply edge-trimmedflake-blades which are designated " backed blades":
this on our definition in the bifaced spear-heads, in which double endthey are not.188 Undoubted backed bladelets occur, pointed forms' are as frequent as convex-butted.
as we have noted in No exaggeratedly triangular wide-based points are
however, (level unspecified189)
Abyssinia, Kenya-Tanganyika, and
Northern represented, and the majority are slender foliates
made on flakes of flake-core origin. Symmetrical
Rhodesia.
plain flakes with carefully faceted platforms show
South Africa. The importanceof the Middle Stone very evolved Levalloisian technique: others -are
Age culture-complexin the Union, includingthe Still- unfaceted. Reduction and retouch of the bulbar
Bay, is out of all proportionto the briefnotice needed area are also noticeable. The " backed blades,"
for our present purpose. The Still-Bay industry including lunates, are important, since their Levalitselfseems thereto reach its zenithof development.190 loisian core origin is firmlyestablished by careful
Natal. A bifaced spear-head over 16 cm. long is on techno-typologicalobservations. Sub-trapezoids and
record,191a size comparable 'to our Aterian, Fig. 13, formsresemblingChatelperronand Audi types occur
No. 1, though its outline is nearerour Fig. 13, No. 3, under this heading. The special type of core conwith the same rather.large flat percussion flaking nected with this output is described as a " formless"
regularised by pressure. This Natal Still-Bay lies core,197 a term used also by Desmond Clark in
on wind-eroded, consolidated red earth, beneath Northern Rhodesia (cf. Northern Rhodesia above).
dunes, recalling many North African Aterian sites. We have noted that the Aterians of Style y made
It shows an advanced Levalloisian technique and these cores, and that they are lon'g pre-Aterian.
includes ovoid cores' unifacial points with faceted Their significance in all cases is that they yield
platformsand some dorsal retouch,side-scrapers,and "blades," i.e., flake-blades in a purely Levalloisian
the shapely bifaced flake spear-heads in a wide range matrix. Apart from these, the cores are normal
of size. The acutely triangular bifaced points of discoids (some double-ended) and ovQid to triangular
forms.
ibid., p. 259.
But for us the outstanding contribution of the
185

186
187

188
189

Neville Jones, 1939, p. 27.
ibid., p. 17.
Armstrong,1931, Fig. 12, No. 1.
ibid., Fig 1.3 15-17.

192

190 Goodwin and van Riet
Lowe, 1929,

119-145.

191From Natal. Malan, 1944, p. 402pp.
and Fig. 5. The
length is quoted as 14*4 cm.; but the drawing measures
+ 16 cm. (broken).

193
194
195
196
197

Malan, 1944, p. 403.
ibid., p. 403.
ibid., Fig. 3, No. 2.
Cooke, Malan and Wells, 1945.
Malan and Goodwin, 1938.
Malan and Goodwin, 1938, p. 8, Fig. A.
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Cape Flats are the tanged points fromNoordhoek,198 Miiousterian
fishermen,then by Aterians. Both were
which,when flaked extensivelyon the ventral surface thus post-MonastirianII; but if our view of their
of the stem, as in the specimen reproduced in Fig. 8, choice of level is valid, the sea had not yet appreciably
receded. With this finding may be compared the
evidence fromCape Colony.
There the MonastirianII level (the 20 ft. emergence
of South African prehistorians; extreme limits 1525 ft.)203 has received systematic attention. At
Mossel Bay a maximum heightof 21 ft. (6a 10 m.) has
been established on good exposures.204 On the
evidence of a rolled " pseudo-hand-axe" in the beach
of Middle Stone Age type (Mossel Bay variation)205
and fromother closely reasoned data, it is concluded
"we may take it as proved that the Mossel Bay
industry is, at least in part, contemporaneouswith
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.
FIG. 8.-NOORDHOEK,
or older than the raised beach exposed at Mossel
STILL-BAY TANGED POINT.
(AfterMalan and
Bay2O6... Goodwin has already pointed out that the
Goodwin, 1938, Fig. D.3. Scale I.)
Middle Stone Age sites near the coast are all situated
above the raised beach level, and it should be further
are undistinguishable,as Goodwin noted,199from the noted that they are generally situated immediately
narrower Aterian forms,such as Fig. 12, Nos. 9, 11. above that level but never below. Th<erecentcontour
He believes the two may be " safely connected." survey of the Cape Peninsula has shown that the
Adopting Burkitt's widely held theory of a " hybrid- Noordhoek lagoon or vlei, which would seem to be a
isation " of basic Levalloisian and " heanthropic" remnant of the raised beach, is situated just below
elements200he concludes " The Cape Middle Stone the 25 ft. contour. This becomes importantwhen we
Age . . . is the minglingof a variety of themes. The realise that on the seaward shoreof the vlei and at the
general Middle Palkeolithic is represented by a 20 ft. level is an extensive Still-Bay site."207
Levalloisian, Aterian and perhaps by the bifaced
Aterian and Still-Bay are thereforefairly closely
pressure technique discussed above.201 The Nean- contemporary, with implications of a somewhat
thropic element is seen in the backing of blades and greater antiquity for the Still-Bay, which is inthe par4llel flakingon the crescents."
terestingly contradicted by the typology of the
The physical type of the makers of the Cape Flats respective industries,since the Still-Bay is decidedly
Still-Bay is well known throughthe famous Skildegat more evolved.'
and
cave nearby: it is primitiveor proto-Bushman,202
The absolute age of this Monastirian II beach, so
lay -in the lower of two Still-Bay horizons. A report closely connected with both, must remain open until
of Stellenbosch hand-axes in the level below, if true, physiographersdecide if a Riss-Wiirm synchronism
suggests a Proto-Still-Bay substratum.
is really obligatory. Meanwhile in South as in North
By the fortunateconjunctionof alert prehistorians Africait seems impossibleto adjust the archaeological
and good sections, the geochronologicalposition of facts to that conception.
the South AfricanStill-Bay is as closely fixed as the
Aterian in North Africa and by the same meansVII. DIsCUSSION OF THE ATERIANAND STILL-BAY
relationship to sea-level. Within this spacious
RELATIONSHIP AND ORIGIN
measurementof time they are nearly contemporary.
that Aterian and Still-Bay industries
Were
it
not
In North Africawe have assigned the earlierknown
differ
so
markedly
over those most importantweapons,
phases of Aterian industry to a period long enough
the
tanged
and tanged arrow-head,the
javelin-point
II
beach to
after the emergence of the Monastirian
allow forthe accumulation of a dunal deposit upon it,

occupied pari passu

first by Upper Levalloiso-

ibid., pp. 16, 23, and Fig. D.
199ibid., p. 25.

198

Burkitt,1928, pp. 86, 170.
Derived from the wood technique in vogue in the
Lower Palaeolithic.
212 Details in Keith, 1931, pp. 126-142; also Goodwin and
van Riet, Lowe, 1929, pp. 125 f.
200

201

203 Goodwinand Malan, 1935,p. 133; see also Zeuner, 1945,
pp. 241 f.
204 ibid., pp. 134-137.
205 Consideredto be partlycontemporary
withthe Still-Bay
industryof which it is a variant, due to choice of material.
206 ibid., p. 137.
207 ibid., p. 138.
Breuil, 1945, p. 362, alludes to the
Noordhoekgap and hand-axes fromit,whichhe ascribesto the
Fauresmith industryor " very near it." Perhaps a protoStill-Bay or Mossel-Bay attributionmay prove correct.
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remarkable resemblances in most other respects of
their stone equipment and manner of making it
would possibly justify their amalgamation within a
single cultural designation.
Apart from this radical difference,their requirements in life (in so far as stone artifactsin isolation
proclaimthem) differedlittlefromeach other,despite
the vast geographicrange and extremesof topography
and climate covered between them, and certainlynot
more than is noticeable in regional differenceswithin
the same industry. Both based theirlithic technique
strictly on the LevallQiso-Mousterianmodel; both
retained the ancient core biface or hand-axe208as a
necessitywhateverthe environment;both developed,
along precisely the same lines of partial thinningat
base and tip of tortoise-coreflakes,the fullybifaced
spear-head, treated, by both groups, to a mixture of
flat percussion and pressure flaking. Both utilised
flake-blades from flake, not blade cores, the steep
marginal treatment of which resulted in a pseudobacked-blade, rare in the Aterian, fairly common in
the Still-Bay. Both used burins,but the Aterians so
rarelythat this indicates an occupational divergence
ratherthan similarity.
Another divergencewas the " typical Mousterian"
side scraper, and a whole range of more makeshift
pattern, which was an early Aterian major -requirement,apparentlyless needed by the Still-Bay groups,
though in this respect fairly marked regional differencesneed watching.209
More differencesthan we are aware of might be
disclosed by quantitative analyses Qf differenttypes
of artifactsfor which the data do not exist. Meanwhile the more obvious divergencesof Still-Bay from
Aterian, apart from the radical one of the tanged
artifacts,consist in the presence of microlithicbladelets and lunates in the Still-Bay, absent in the true
Aterian of Styles a. to y; and in the increased
formalityand more invasive pressureretouch on the
parti- or fullybifaced foliates of the Still-Bay group.
The consistentlyhigh level of this retouch on the
spear-heads fromGorgora 210 to take one example, is
unkinownto me in any Aterianassemblage made in the
same material.211 Nor did the Aterians favour the
wide-based, sharply triangularform of this weapon
208 The 'pseudo'
should be dropped. These core bifa6es
are hand-axes.
209 At Mumbwa (Clark,
1942, p. 181) scrapers are the
commonestgroup of implements; at the Cape Flats (Malan
and Goodwin, 1938, p. 18) side scrapers are very rare, end
scrapers few
210 Moysey and Leakey, 1943, Pls. 33, 34, 35.
211
Assuming this to be fine-grainedrock. The required
informatioon
is lacking in the Gorgora report.

Whether the microlithic backed blades in the
Still-Bay are derived, like some at least of the larger
ones, froma particular sort of Levallois core, requires
attention,to satisfythose who, like the presentwriter,
doubt if contact with " neanthropicblade and burin"
people is a satisfactorypostulate.
In sum,the resemblancesbetweenthe two industries
are very close. Yet they are not identical,but appear
rather as twin derivatives of Upper LevalloisoMousterian parentage, which grew to dominate,
more or less simultaneouslyin time, but in mutual
exclusion, virtuallythe entire Africancontinent.
The Aterians, based in North-West Africa long
enough to develop there three or four styles, ranged
south to the Sahara's equatorial limits, and east to
the Nile, but seem to have stopped short of the
Nubian-Sudanese region. They were thus (taking
into account late Pleistocene climatic evidence)
predominantlydesert and sub-desertdwellers,whose
temperamentor mode of life enabled them to adapt
themselvesalso to the rigoursof the Atlas flanksand
high plateaux, as well as to the Atlantic and Mediterranean seaboards.
The Still-Bay people, no less adaptable climatically,
monopolised the eastern half of Africa fromthe subdesert zone to the Cape, with all that that implies of
aridity, grass-lands, tropical forests and highlands,
lakes, and Red Sea and Indian Ocean seaboards.
In view of this eclectic distributionit seems out of
the questionto presumeunsuitableenvironmentas the
deterrentto the use of the tanged missilein Still-Bay
groups; or to rationalise by these means its extraordinary appearance in the Cape Peninsula over
4,000 miles fromits nearest Aterian representativein
Kharga Oasis.
It would be unwise to envisage eitherculture-group,
given its geographical range, as homogeneous in the
physical sense, though the immense distance which
separates the Boskopoid-Bushman of the Sudan from
his brethrenin South Africais there to remind us of
the magnitude of that question (cf. Section VI).
Africa has already revealed herselfas the Upper
Pleistocene home of a very remarkable physical
diversityof man, sapiens and non sapiens, distributed,
on the evidence of his plethoraof artifacts,in densities
of tropical population unparalleled elsewhere in
prehistory. Thus, assuming a Proto-Bushman or
Bush-Boskopoid race to be the dominant one of
Aterian or Still-Bay times, and the brain behind the
cultural achievements of the Still-Bay, and conceivably of the Aterian also, it would seem inevitable,
given the distributionof his artifacts,that he imposed
his formidablelithic culture, in peace or war, upon
many at least of his contemporaries. The question is
inseparably linked with the equally problematic
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significanceof the pan-Africandistributionof earliest Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian there cannot, in any
African cave art-the bow-and-arrowhuntingscenes case, be envisaged as schizophrenic,it seems necessary
-which follows,as Leakey has noted,212that of the to postulate some other, unknown,region of parallel
Still-Bayindustry(as well as the Wilton),and, I might Levalloiso-Mousteriandevelopmenttowardsthe Protoadd, of the Aterian.213 A mounting list of caves Still-Bay: and we cannot fail to think wonderingly
yielding Still-Bay implementsin deposits containing of the Kinangop Plateau "Pseudo-Still-Bay " of
Kenya215(cf. Section VI).
particlesof pigmentshould not be ignored.
2. Unfortunately,few details are available of the
The western half of Africa from the Niger south
is still virtuallyunexplored; but if eitherindustryis Moroccan Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian: we must
eventuallyfound there,it seems more likelyto be the rely on the bare statement that a Levalloisian, considered Upper, ascribed to the last Inter-pluvial
Aterian.
If this, then,is an approximatelya'ccuratepresent- (equated with the Riss-Wiirm), and contemporary
ment of the Aterian-Still-Bay factors, it is evident with a developed Acheulian, contains "pseudo
that we face a very intricate problem of cultural bifaces," and flakes with " enlevementsbasilaires."216
ancestry, complicated furtherby uncertainty as to The same author claims evidence of a Mousterian
whether they shared one in common. To clear the (derived fromthe Upper Levalloisian) and a parallel
approach, an inevitable over-simplificationof the Micoquian, in the last Pluvial (=Last Glacial):
they provide a suitable techno-typological backcomponentparts of the question seems required:
1. On the one hand, the relation of both ground for the Aterian, supplemented by the adindustries to the African Levalloiso-Mousterian ditional evidence fromEgypt that fullybifaced flakes
culture,the features of which were perpetuated and Tabalbalat bulbar treatmentwere not unknown
so pervasivelyin Aterian and Still-Bay, must be in the Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian. The tanged
flake,therefore,whetherjavelin-pointor arrow-head,
taken into account.
2. On the otherhand, thoughtmust equally be remains togetherwith the hand-axe, the only item in
given to those added, extraordinaryelements in Aterian equipment for which a precursor did not
both, which seem outside the normal Levalloiso- exist in the precedingperiod. Shouldered flakes are,
Mousterian culture-orbit: the Solutrian-like of course,recordedin theEuropean Mousterian,and in
flaking; the core bifaces; the tangs (in the the Nile Valley an undated series has been published
Aterian) and the blade-backing (in the Still-Bay). as 'Late or Post-Mousterian.'217 These are not
1. With the Levalloiso-Mousterian represented in Aterian, nor tanged; but they surely indicate an
Africanorthof the Union as a distinctculturein time early (or provincial?) conceptionof the advantages of
and place, with a geologically defined 'Upper ' haftingby some such contrivance,whichwas perfected
horizonin North Africa,claimed also in East Africa,214 by an inventiveAterianin connectionwith that major
the techno-typologicalelementsderived fromit in the invention,the bow-the inspirationsurely of a single
creative genius?
Aterian and Still-Bay are perfectlyintelligible.
One cannot but feel, however, that, given the
We have, however, given evidence that Aterian
and precocity of African prehistory,all this
richness
derivation from an Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian
renderingof the Aterian and Still-Bay
a
thread-bare
is
must have been a purely regional affair,suspected to
have happened in North-WestAfrica (cf. Section V). background.
Many of us believe with Lowe218and others that
Certain is it that not all Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian
is the homeland of the core (or flake) biface,
Africa
groups, in fullness of time,developed " Aterianism,"
from a primseval pebble culture. Its inderived
but some were deflected in other evolutionary
directions (e.g., towards 'epi-Levalloisianism ' in extinguishable vitality there is shown by its persisEgypt), whereas in Europe they gave way, on the
215 Leakey, who disclaims its connection with the much
orthodox view, to-Aurignacian inroads.
true Proto-Still-Bay,derives it (1936a, p. 75) froma
later
Since Still-Bay distributionprohibits North-West
offshootof the Early Levalloisian. On his other
Africa as its evolutionary home, and the regional lateral
graph (1936a, facingp. 136) it is shownas the directdescendLeakey, 1936a, p. 140.
213 Aterian artifactshave not been recordedfromOwenat
and the Gilf Kebir, but their appearance in Kharga, east
ofthat massifand plateau, virtuallyestablishestheirpresence
there. Aterian invasion of Kharga, known to have passed
through Siwa and Dakhla, probably followed the more
southerlyKufra-Gilfroute also.
214 Publication of the details is required.
212

ant of the Sangoan.
216 Ruhlmann, 1945a, p. 40 f. The parallel existence of
two cultures, if substantiated, is interesting. Kharga has
proved an Acheulio-Levalloisian(i.e., Faurestratigraphically
smith in Abyssinia,Kenya and South Africa?) between the
Upper Acheulian and the lower of two pure Levalloisian
levels (cf. Caton-Thompson,1946, p. 59 f and Diagram I.).
217 Sandfordand Arkell, 1934, pp. 116-118, P1. XXXVIII.
218 Van Riet Lowe, 1945.
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tence in East Africainto the later ' Tumbian ' phases
(late Gamblian on Leakey's determination);219 and its
reappearance in Egyptian Neolithic,220
Predynastic,221
and Old Kingdom222times, for use, apparently,as an
agriculturaltool in the two former,and for quarry
work in the latter.223 The evolved Acheulian form
of hand-axe may be so thin in section as to simulate
a foliate; and, in surface association with Aterian
spear-heads, helped, in North-WestAfrica, to create
the illusion of the S'baikian industry. In Egypt
fullybifaced, long, flat, narrow fragments,of 'Tumbian' appearance though not recorded in situ, are
possibly Acheulian.224 A very thin, semi-bifaced
dagger in situ in the Acheulio-Levalloisian of Kharga
continued this early biface tradition, alongside the
orthodox hand-axes.225 The flattened thinness of
cross-sectionin many flake or core hand-axes in the
Abyssinian, Kenyan, and South African Fauresmith
is notable.226
This ingrained older African biface tradition,
reacting selectively for inexplicable reasons on two
regional Levalloiso-Mousterian groups, may have
given them respectivelyan impetus towards eventual
Aterian and Still-Bay development. If so, hypothesis (b) of Section I must be conceded.
There is, however,I think,anotherpossibility-one
charged with dangers and chronological pitfalls,,
requiring an act of faith to support, certain to be
widely opposed; but irresistible in the magnitude
of the relatively simple solution it offersfor many
palheolithicproblems,Aterian and older.
This is the possibilitythat CentralEquatorial Africa
was the shaping ground, and the control centre, of
Africa's later palkeolithicdestinies.
It is too soon to perceive the eventual shape, age,
sequence and distributional significancewhich prehistorianswill give to that disreputableand amorphous
Congo culture, the Tumbian.227 But whatever it is
decided to call it, or to include in-it,the outlinesbegin
to emergefromO'Brien's studyin Uganda228; Leakey

and Owen's in Kenya229; and Breuil and van Riet
Lowe's recent classificationof Cabu's material from
the terraces of the Kasai River.230
That Menghin's 'Tumbian' represents, however
confusedly, a developing cultural entity of great
potential importance,seems incontestable. It supplies, by recent accounts, and indeed as Colette
insisted long ago,231 an evolutionary series receding
into distant pre-' Tumbian' horizons of Lower
Palheolithic antiquity.232 Techno-typologically it
seems formedof just such a combinationof flake and
bifaced elements as is required (unless its lower and
middle horizonsare more belated than seems credible)
to rationalise those same persistentelements in the
Aterian and Still-Bay industries-namely the Levalloisian technique, the core-bifacetechnique, and the
flake and core foliates.
Breuil's preliminaryclassificationof Cabu's Congo
coliection discloses a growthbased on the firststage,
the Kalinian (or Congo Fauresmith ?), which in the
second horizon (Djokocian) had already reached. a
development evoking a ' proto-Still-Bay.'233 The
Lupembian, derived fromthe last, is assigned to. the
Middle Stone Age: the forms remain essentially
Djokocian, though some foliates diminish to arrowhead size.234 And backed blades and bladelets of
Chatelperronformappear, some apparently of flakecore origin,235together with the possibility of true
arrow-heads,which, in the final or Tshitolian group,
become undoubted and various, and include one
specimen with " une curieuse saveur at6rienne."236
A final-Middle-Stone-Ageposition is suggested for
this.237
A far greater Pleistocene age for these various
'Tumbian ' phases begins to be envisaged than was at
one time supposed; and personallyI have no doubt
at all, given the lay-out of Stone-Age Africa and the
biological backgroundin general, that it will be fully
substantiated.238
The completelyunverifiedbearing of all this upon
the originsof Aterianand Still-Bay is self-evident,and
will rest ultimatelyupon an agreed geologicalsequence
219 Leakey, 1945, p. 14.
dating in which sea levels will, one hopes, be promi220Caton-Thompson and Gardner, 1934, p. 21, under
nent.
Both Aterianand Still-Bay,fortheirpart, have
'celtiforms.' Pls. XLV, XLVI, 3, 5.

Myers and Huzayyin, 1937, p. 212 f. P1. LXIV.
229 Leakey and Owen, 1945.
Caton-Thompsonand Gardner,1934, p. 129, P1. LXVII
230 Breuil
223 General
and van Riet Lowe, 1944.
reviewby Coghlan, 1943,pp. 27-56.
224 Seligman, 1921, p. 122, Fig. 4.
231
Colette, 1929.
232
225 Caton-Thompson,1946, p. 61, Fig. 2, No. 6.
Bequaert,1938: van Riet Lowe, 1946.
233
226 Desmond
Breuil and van Riet Lowe, 1944, p. 150.
Clark, 1945, p. 23; Leakey, 1931, Fig. 9;
234 ibid., p. 157.
Goodwin, 1929, p. 72.
235
227 Disreputable because condemnedby the leading South
ibid., pp. 151, 157.
236 ibid., p. 153.
I am reliably informedthat this is of
Africanprehistoriansled by Breuil (1944) and van Riet Lowe
(1946), supported by Cabu (1944), and independentlyby true Ateriantechnique.
237 ibid., p. 166.
Deleroix and Vaufrey (1939). Of the latter, see criticism
238 Shaw, 1944, pp.
by Shaw, 1944, pp. 56 f.
51-61, gives a critical review of the
228 O'Brien, 1937, 1939.
evidence to date.
221

222
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providedtheirterminusad quem. Their heterogeneous
parts, drawn, as is commonlybelieved, fromdiverse
" hybridising" sources, appear as apparentlyintegral
ingredientsof the various horizQnspostulated for the
Congo earlier ' Tumbian '; and Lowe has pronounced
"there are unmistakable affinities between the
Djokocian and the Still-Bay of South Africa on one
hand, and the Djokocian and the Aterian of North
Africa on the other."239
In other words, if the crucial geochronologicaltest
be passed, it may eventually be possible to discern
ripples of ' Tumbian ' dispersion from a mighty
Congo reservoir,lapping against and revitalising a
pre-existentpopulation in North-WestAfrica, with a
resultant Aterian industry, owing its arrow-heads
and foliate' spear-heads at least to Central Africa:
and a similar,but perhaps at the start ratherearlier,
movement from the Equatorial reservoir east and
south-eastwards,with a resultant Still-Bay industry.
It is, at the moment, the only hypothesis which
seems' to cover both the distributional divergence
and cultural resemblances of Aterian and Still-Bay
industries.
At all events we may have here the controlcentre
of a whole group.ofmajor prehistoricproblemsnoted
in our opening pages. The most fundamental of
these concernsthe relationship,withinthisapparently
homogeneous 'Tumbiani' culture, of the three basic
techno-typologicalelements which compose it-the
core biface; the tortoise core and flake; and the
backed blade; with bifacial flake retouch at a
masterly level cementingthe firsttwo.240
It is not, therefore,a 'pure I culture at any postulate,d level of development; and has, inevitably,
been designated 'hybfid.'241 I doubt if any lithic
assemblage is techno-typologically'pure,' unless it be
one of primiaevalpebbles hurled by sub-hominidsat
each other in Equatorial forests. The unsuspectedly
wide range of artifactsand ways of making them in
any single culture-groupis now being increasingly
realised through the more scientifically complete
excavations and publicationsof the past twentyyears.
These have already transformedour view of prehistory only less than the next twenty will re239 Breuil and van Riet Lowe, 1944,p. 171; though Malan,
1943, p. 85, refersto importantdifferences.
240 Such as the picks and spear-heads,up to 31 cm. long
Leakey and Owen, 1945, Fig. 18.)
241 Leakey and Owen, 1945, p. 15 f.
The Proto-Tumbian
(Sangoan) is regarded " with no doubt whatsoever" as a
" hybridculturederivingpart of its elementsfroma degenerate stage of the hand-axe culture,and part fromthe Levalloisian culture." That represents,doubtless, the consensus
of opinion. Personally I preferto suspend judgment until
the earlier stages and geological sequences are adequately

known.
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transform it. Few, if any, individual artifacts,
however specialised in type and technique, can now
be safely 'dated' to the culture-horizonformerly
regarded as specificallyits own. Supposedly 'late'
forms appear, sporadically, in earlier and earlier
contexts, and we can no longer ' place ' a group of
artifactsby the light of the most advanced type in it.
It is the firstappearance of a type which is the
significantthing; and the significancemay not, I
suggest, invariably be ' culture-contact' (though
that must have become increasinglyfrequentdown the
paleolithic ages, and we have not hesitated to invoke
it here), so much as man's experimental and unpredictable nature,242
tempered by his environmental
needs.

VIII.

THE ATERIAN-SOLUTRIAN

QUESTION

AT

PARPALLO
The Aterians, we remarked in the Introduction,
were one of four paleolithic claimants to the revolu
tionary invention of the bow and arrow, the others
being the Gravettians, the Solutrians of East and
North-West Europe, and the mysteriouscreators of
the beautiful pressure-flakedarrow-heads of ' neolithic' aspect in South-Eastern Spain.
The problem of priorityis implicitlycharged with
wider questionsof African-Europeaninterconnections,
which have baffledprehistorysince the Capsian was
dispossessed of its formerlyattributedantiquity.
We have, in our Aterian examination, concluded
that Morocco was probably the 'main centre of
evolution for that industry; but that sequences of
so-called ' Tumbian' culture in the Congo area, in
which various sorts of arrow-heads appear to have
started early, seem likely,if chronologicallyverified,
to be the primarypoint of departure.
The Aterian falls into three fairly well defined
stages. The two earlierones were old enoughto have
witnessed a survival of the relict ' archaic warm
fauna ' constantlyassociated round the Mediterranean
with the Late Upper Levalloiso-Mousteriancultureof
Neanderthal man, established upon a beach at about
5-10 m. above presentdatum. For this beach, since
its individualityin terms of marine cycles has been
established in Egypt, I have retained the disputed
name of MonastirianII. Aterians of one or other of
the two olderstylesadopted the Levalloiso-Mousterian
practice of camping among sand dunes formed on
this beach, and in North-WestAfrica their artifacts
directly overlie in one or two places those of the
older industry (which probably lingered on in areas
unaffectedby Aterian development,until replaced by
242

Garrod,1946.
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1. The relationshipof the Parpallo Solutrian to the
Aurignacian culture),with no geological suggestionof
a prolonged interval. For long stretches of the Aterian.
2. The relationshipof the Parpallo blade industries
Algerian coast, Aterian artifacts lie at this same
to the Capsian.
constant level in fossildunes.
And he left them largely suspended for lack of a
The age of the sea which formedthe MonastirianII
beach is unagreed. For archweologicalreasons, and fixed chronology in North Africa. This I have
supported by Middle Stone Age evidence fromMossel tried to supply; and it now rests with European
Bay, Cape Colony, I have suggested a Wiirm I-II
Upper Palkeolithicspecialists to consider the correlainterstade for the attention of physiographers. The tion value of these findings. To be recklesslyprecise,
age of the dunal or other deposits, formedon it after I propose an early Wiirm II age for the Aterian of
the sea had begun to withdraw in accordance with Styles ocand D. Style y is uncorrelated; but, by typothe theory of glacial eustasy, and which I have logical measurementand physiographicalposition in
named Berardian, is, however,the crucial thing here. the Kharga sequence, is ratherlater. The Lower and
I suggest, again supported by the Cape Flats Typical Capsian on existing evidence is, in the main,
coastal prehistory,that WiurmII, in a broad sense, is somewhat later still.
I shall,,therefore,in discussionhere, feel justified
a reasonably assured estimate to cover both the
beach's first campers and their Aterian successors, in assuming that the problem of interrelationship
whose exact altimetricrelation to a fallingsea affects between Parpallo and Africa, if any, is not one of
their position in respect of the Wiirm II regressive delayed cultural effect(comparable to the frequently
maximum, and may precede it in one or both cases and rashlyinvoked Faiyum-Merimdian influence in
(cf. Note 7).
Spain of a later date), but a more or less contemporary
The publicationin 1942 ofParpall6,243threwa chal- affair.
Taking Pericot's two problems in turn it will be
lenge to academic prehistorywhich, in any survey of
the Aterian, it would be cowardly to ignore entirely. convenientto sub-divide the firstinto two consideraThough the moment is still unripe for definitecon- tions: (a) the question whether the resemblances
clusions, which,in any case, must equally encompass between the Parpallo Solutrian (three levels) and
the artisticproblemnot attempted here,the shape of the Aterian (threestylistichorizons),are close enough
probable evenrtsbegins already, in my opinion, to to wariant the inferencethat one is due in some way
emerge, and it may not be prematureto try here to to the other; and if so, (b) fromwhich end was the
trace an outline, admittedly as conjectural in places "influence " derived,and what chronologicalrelationas the reconstructionof a partly obliterated cave ship may be suggested. The second problem, the
painting of comparable age.
Capsian connection, is outside our already overThe Parpallo sequence was as follows:_244
extended scope, and a summary outline of the
LevelsVI-IX MagdalenianIV
Contents
irrelevant
here. position, actual, and possible, must suffice.
to I
Problem 1 (a). The controlledbifacial retouch and
Level V ... Solutrio-Gravettian
Gravettianindustry
perfectionof symmetryin the Parpallo arrow-heads
with5 Solutrian
winged and tangedarrow- are far above the competence of known Aterian
groups.246 Aterian arrow-heads are seldom bifaced
heads as before.
Level IV ... UpperSolutrian... 26 foliates(12 coarse) except forthe tang, and normallyexhibit plain flake
46 tangedand winged surfaceswithoutretouch (as Fig. 10, No. 13).
arrow-heads.
None the less, even in the older styles, specimens
Level III ... MiddleSolutrian... 52 foliates(20% coarse)
unifacialand'bifacial; with invasive retouch over the upper side were made
two unifacedtanged (Fig. 10, No. 33; Fig. 9, No. 4); and coarse bifaced
individuals already occur.247 Such similarities as
points.
Level [I ... LowerSolutrian... 6 unifacedfoliates.
exist between Parpallo and North Africa lie more in
Level I ... Gravettian
... Contents
irrelevant
here. formthan execution. Pericot rightlynoted Antoine's
Pericot, in his admirably thorough analysis of the curious bifaced Aterian arrow-heads from Morocco,
complex factorspresentedby the sequence of deposits the pointe mrarocaine(Fig. 9, No. 1), and the pointe
and their amazing contents,isolated two fundamental pseudo-saharienne (Fig. 9, Nos. 2, 3, discussed in
problems which concernNorth Africanprehistory:245 Section II); but placed them in a suspense account
Pericot y Garcia, 1942.
I have drawn on Childe's excellent summary (1944,
pp. 29-35) for this analysis of the layer contents but not
otherwise.
245 Pericot, 1942, pp. 316ff.
243

244

246 I refuse to use surface material, Saharan
or other,
supposed to be Aterian, and limit myselfto still restricted

in situ groups.
247

Ruhlmann, 1936, Fig. 16, no. 36.
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2~~~~

FIG. 9.-Nos.

I0

~~~~~~7

5
1-4.

MOROCCAN ATERIA

ARROW-HEADS.

LEVEL IV.

awaiting; verification.248This they have now fully
received,249and doubt only remains as to the Aterian
horizon to which they belong-Ruhlmann's Upper
Aterian (of two); or the Style a (of three) proposed
here(cf. SectionII).
In Fig. 9, 'Nos. 1-4, these Moroccan arrow-heads
have been redrawn250to the same scale as their
Spanish parallels. Given the peculiarity of outline,
with the unusual median position of the barbs, it
seems to me evident that one is a derivationfrom,or
copy of, the other. Chance cannot have thrown up
independently,at about the same palpolithic moment,
in contiguous areas, these unusual forms.
(b) Granted the interconnection,which is the
inventor? A case may be made for both. It is
possible to envisage the rude Aterian technique, in
these and other arrow-heads,as a barbarous copy, by
a tortoise-core and flake-using people, of refined
European models, made by a blade-using people,
derived and locally elaborated fromthe Solutrian.

Nos. 5-10.

SCALE 1: 1.

PARPALL6

ARROW-HEADS,

On the otherhand, it is equally possible to envisage
the Spanish Gravettians assimilating an African
invention of great importance,and transcendingthe
original. But if so, why abandon it so speedily ?
The bifaced arrow-head appears at Parpallo as an
alien intruderof shortduration: a tentativeapproach
in level III; a floodin level IV; a sudden reduction
and disappearance in level V. It suggests not
Gravettian assimilationso much as Aterian invasion;
and that view mightbe advocated were it not forthe
unresolved problem of the differenttechnical levels.
In spite of this unexplained fact,which may, at any
moment,be cleared up by the discovery of an early
Aterian of fine quality (the search is barely begun
yet), it seems to me almost certain that, given the
respective backgrounds,or 'synthesesculturelles,'the
inspiration was African, not European. We have
noted (Section V) that Khenzira level A-the oldest
Aterian we can be sure of-already contained mature
unifaced arrow-heads (Fig. 9, No. 4); there are
earlier levels somewhere,in Central Africa if not in
Morocco.

Pericot, 1942, p. 317.
The still obscure Aterian-Djokocian relationship
Ruhlmann, 1945b,pp. 75f.
250 By Mr.
needs
to be borne in mind; and in this connectionit
0.
C.
Waterhouse,to whom I am also indebted
forFigs. 8 annd10.
is worth noting that the type of arrow found in
248

249
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Parpallo level IV251 is' a common, though unreliably
'dated,' African form.252
No comment is needed on the Parpall6 foliates as
distinct from the arrow-heads,with this exception:
that whereas the fine retouch of the Parpallo arrdwheads.distinguishes most of them from most of the
Aterian of comparable forms,the foliates, many of
which at Parpallo are coarse, seem technically more
nearly on a level. The Kharga specimens (Fig. 13,
Nos. 5, 7), the best yet known as to flaking, are
witnesses. These foliatesare, however,Style y.
It may be noted without comprehension of the
significance,if any, that the Parpallo foliates appear,
blossom, diminishand vanish one stage ahead of the
arrow-heads.
The Aterian originof the bifaced element in SouthEast Spain, if admitted, inevitably enforces reconsideration of the whole Solutrian question. It is
really overtaxing the probabilities, as Pericot recognised,253to suppose that Parpall6 was the meetingplace of two convergent,unrela'tedspreads of biface
industriesfromnorth and south, which miraculously
reached, at preciselythe same moment,the Gravettian
world established there.and elsewhere. Reject that
as fantastic and what logically remains ? The
elimination of the Solutrian culture, not only from
Southern Spain,254 but from Catalonia, FrancoCantabria and beyond; leaving the Hungarian
Solutrians, whoever they were, masters in a much
diminishedeastern field.
In otherwords,I suggestthat a currentof Aterianism swept into, and pervaded for a relatively short
time, the well consolidated Gravettian world of the
Iberian Peninsula and thence into Western Europe,
neither underminingnor eliminating the established
blade culture,but superadding to it, by some obscure
selective process, its own most serviceable, and
incidentallymost warlike, elements.
In broad outline the Parpallo-Aterian chronological
relationshipmightbe as follows:-

North Africa.

4. Neo-Aterian? style3 _ Typical
Capsian,
Lower
Capsian
3. Aterian style y
2. Aterian style 3
1. Aterian style ax
0. Later Upper LevalloisoMousterian

Parpallo2

55

v. Solutrio-Gravettian
(El Mekta contact).
iv. Upper Solutrian.
iii. MiddleSolutrian.
f ii. Lower Solutrian.
i* Grvtin

Problem 2. Pericot has noted the striking resemblance of a geometricallyengraved slab in Parpall6 V
to a design fromEl Mekta of Typical Capsian age.25@
That and the micro-burinsin the same level proclaim
a continuedcontact at that later momentbetween the
two regions,after the biface traditionhad waned.257
We found no cause to suppose that even the earlier
Capsian originated as early as Aterian Style y
(cf. Section 1II, end); and though it seems unlikely
that a bridge or overlap did not, in reality exist
somewhere with a belated Aterian, no Capsian contacts yet identified'arein a chronologicalposition to
account for the supposed ' blade-culture' elements
in Aterian Style y equipment-the single and double
end-scrapersand rare transverse angle-gravers. Unless, therefore,the predominantlytortoise core and
flake technique of Aterian industry, set out at the
beginning of Section II, evolved these forms itself,
which I envisage as quite likely,it seems necessaryto
look to Gravettian ideas from Spain258 which are
chronologically possible and which are, indeed,
implied as soon as Aterian intercourse with that
>
quarter is acknowledged.
In otherwords,the culturalpendulum swungto and
fro,deliveringand receiving contributionsfromboth
worlds. And with the Aterians and Gravettians in
close tquch and their contemporaneitywell defined,
the problem of the origin of Capsian industryshould
before long yield to renewed examination. The,
issues lie with:
(a). A stream of Asiatic ' blade ' origin, passing
across North Africa. The apparently complete abrelated materialbetweenPalestine
sence of sufficiently
251 Pericot, 1942, Fig. 23, no. 3.
forced
illusory suppositions of a
and
has
Tunisia
252 I
begin seriously, though dimly, to envisage the
Egyptian Neolithic of Faiyum-Merimdeas probably due to Sebilian point d'appui, under misapprehensionof the

the same culturallyprecociousstreamof Equatorial stimuli
as had, I suggest, affectedNorth-West Africa somewhat
earlier; and the 'Solutrian' element in it, long ago urged
by Petrie, and refuted by me, to be derived from that
source, along with the beginningsof pottery (and perhaps
the ground axe), late paleolithic in originfarthersouth asi
Leakey firstclaimed (1931, pp.103f.).
253 Pericot, 1942, p. 347.
254 Gobert and Vaufrey, 1932, pp. 488f, mention sites in
Almeria summarilypublished by Siret, where foliates and
bifaced arrow-headsare associated with a blade industry
presumablyGravettian.

255 If the views propounded here are acceptable, the
designation 'Solutrian' must be replaced by 'AterioGravettian' forlevels II to V.
256 Pericot, 1942, pp. 330f., Fig. 650.
257 At Parpall6 the micro-burinstarts in level IV (one
specimen): level V, seven'sDecimens: level VI (MardaJenian
I), temporarydisappearance. In the Aterian, styles octo
y, none; in Passemard's Lower Capsian, none; in the
Typical Capsian, abundant.
258 But belongingdoubtlessto the main block of Gravrittian
industryin Western or Eastern Europe.
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distributionof that purelylocal epi-Levalloisian flake, show faceted platforms.266Moreover, Oranian disnot blade, industry. It is a Nubian and Southern tributioncovers the Aterian province in Morocco and
Algeria much less incompletely than the Capsian.
Egyptian industryof limited Nilotic range.259.
(d). A Gravettianoriginfrom Spain. In Garrod's
(b). An East AfricansecondarycentreofAurignacian
careful
review267 she concluded that, though the
culture,derivedfromAsia via Arabia ; witha tertiary
movement thence to North-West Africa. The sig- Gravettian had clear affinitieswith the Capsian, and
nificance of the Kenya Aurignacian is problematic. might be contemporarywith it, an African origin
It may be suspected to be derived froma tortoise-core must be ruled out.268 The reasons were: 1. The
and not a blade-core origin. The faceted butts of presence of micro-burinsand lunates in the Lower
some of its blades have been noted in Section VI. Capsian, absent in the Gravette-Font-Robert stages
Similarly the supposed 'neanthropic' blade element of Europe. 2. The too belated appearance of Capsian
in the Still-Bay of Northern Rhodesia, Natal, Zulu- influencesin the Iberian Peninsula. 3. The strength
land, the Cape Peninsula and probably Abyssinia, of Gravette-Font-Robert industry in Central and
attest on occasions a Levalloisian technology which Eastern Europe, pointing to a Eurasiatic origin.
may be more prevalent than has been realised. 4. The absence in Spain and Little Africa of the
The Capsian appears to be as true a blade-core female figurines constantly associated with the
industry as the Gravettian. The possibility,there- Gravettian of Central Europe. She suggeststhat the
fore,that it and the Kenya Aurignacianare unrelated Capsian-Gravettiansimilarityis betterexplained by a
is not negligible. For the latter I am inclined common derivation from the Chatelperronian,along
provisionally to invoke linear development from a circuitous geographical routes.
The possibility of reversing the movement geotortoise-coresubstratum;260 the resemblances to the
Capsian would thereforebe fortuitous and due to graphically,and derivingthe Capsian fromSpain, has
convergentevolution. The Sebilian is there to prove now been opened -upby the removal of objection 1
the manufacture of backed artifacts and trapezes since the micro-burinappears in Parpall6 level IV,
from miniature double-ended Levalloisian cores, 2. is underminedby the Parpallo chronology. 3. The
which themselves have a very respectable antiquity validity of this assumption remains unimpaired.
4. Remains unanswered,fromwhichever direction it
in the Lower Levalloisian ifnot before.261
is
argued; but if real, mightbe explained on religious
(c). A Neo-Aterian origin. The evidence for an
Aterian Style a stage (Section II) is too ill established grounds. In view of the close resemblances of many
to forma basis forserious discussion. If it exists as a decorative motifs on Parpallo slabs to Capsian
chronologicaland typological entity one might guess ostrich-egg scribblings,269and the unmistakably
at its connectionwith the formationof the Oranian 'Aurignacian' affinitiesof Clergeau's splendid bovine
industry rather than the Capsian. The typological fragmentfrom south of Biskra, painted in red on
and distributionialdifferencesbetween Oranian and ostrich egg shell270it now seems difficultto deny a
Capsian have been demonstrated.262The techno- close artistic connection.
Though the inland enclave to which Lower Capsian
logical differences
requireequal definition,to establish
or demolisha suspicionthat the Oranian is based on a distribution is allegedly confined, provides an adLevallois-core tradition,the Capsian on a blade-core ditional minor (though perhaps transitory)objection
tradition. The little double-ended pebble-cores of to hypothesis (d.), there is,, on the whole, much to
the Oranian have been rightlylikenedto the Sebilian263 favourit given the established El Mekta contact with
(of Levallois origin); the thick backing of its micro- Parpallo V. And I see no reason to cling to the view
liths264is, in my opinion, another indication leading that the micro-burinby-producttechnique is necesto the same conclusion;265 and a numberof its blades sarily Africanin originuntil the comparative chronology proclaims it as such. The Romanelli and
Caton-Thompson,1946, p. 112.
266 Gobert and Vaufrey,1932, p. 479.
Professor Garrod has called my attention to Haller's
267 Garrod, 1938, pp. 1-26.
relevant evidence from the Abri Abou-Halka, Syria, 1946.
268 ibid., p.
21. Gobert and Vaufrey likewise recognise
261
Caton-Thompson,1946, Fig, 3, no. 4; Fig. 7, no. 3;
the typological resemblances, but rejected a connectioin
Fig. 8, no. 8.
(1932, pp. 487-489).
2 62
Gobertand Vaufrey,1932,pp. 449-490; Vaufrey,1933,
269 Thus Pericot, 1942, Fig. 208;
Le Du, 1934b, Fig. IV.
pp. 457-483.
There
are others demanding study and chronologicalcom.
263
Gobert and Vaufrey, 1932, p. 483.
parisons. Many are Magdalenian on one side, Upper
264 ibid., p. 466.
Capsian on the other.
266
270 Breuil and
Caton-Thompson,1946, p. 118.
Clergeau, 1931, pp. 53-64.
259

260

L
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Parpallo micro-burinsare certainlyas old as anything
Africahas yet produced; at Romanmdli
their context
may be older still.271
I suggest,therefore,for the futureto decide, that
whereas the Oranian may be an autochthonous
Africanmierolithicindustry,derived,like the Sebihan
and other epi-Levalloisian regional groups and
271

Blanc, 1939b, pp. 115-131.

perhaps also like the Kenya Aurignacian, from a
Levallois-core tradition, the Capsian may be a
colonial expressionof the European Gravettian blade
industry from Spain, ultimately, therefore,of Eurasiatic origin.
My attempted study of Aterian industry and its
contemporary Upper Palaeolithic world of Africa
and Europe has, therefore,thrown into relief the
many problems outlined in the prefatory remarks
which confront,haunt and stimulatethe prehistorian.

NOTE

Type citedin publication
Discoidal cores or discs
Ovoid tortoise cores
Triangular tortoise cores
Lamellar and other cores

...
...
...

...

...

= 62 6O%5
= 9.50/%
= 16*50
= 11 3%
= 32*5%
134= 27 0%
28 = 566%

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

42=
.8=
10=
1=

...
Points (Pointes a' main)
Tanged Aterian implements6...
...
Side scrapers (racloirs)
End scrapers on flakes or blades
...
Double end scraper ...
...
...
Retouchedblades
Plainblades,noretouch

Djouf-el-Djemell

...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...

Notched blades
...
Borers ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

'Saws'

(scies)...

...

...

...

...

...

Burins; angle7...

...

...

...

...

...

Bifacial retouch8

...

...

...

...

...

.

Totals

...

1

72
11
19
13
161

58 =
1=

117%
*20%
/8 4%
11-7%
2%
*20%

90 = 94.7%

127 = 2206%
12=

2-1%

20=
3=

3-50O.5%

1.40

*40%o
-

6610

25 = 100%

656

24 = 2060o
29= 25%
7 = 6%

29=

25%1

11 =
3 =
5 =

4.3%

2=
4

3.4%

-
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19=
39=

1.7?/O
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ibid., 5Core percentagesare based on core totals; the rest on implementtotals, cores excepted.
6 Include end scraperswith tangs.
I A fineangle graver,9 *3 cm. long, is made on a tanged point, included in the pedunculated class.
6 Not mentionedby Reygasse, and publishedby Le Du, 1934a, P1. XI, pp. 215-216.

4

34 = 14*4?O
100= 4205%
16 = 6.6%
24 = 10.2%

9.4%

Reygasse, 1919-1920,pp. 551 ff.

4 ibid.,

58 = 100%

2 *5o

1 Le Du, 1934a, pp. 201-217.

2

Oum-el-Tine4

-

5 = 502%
150 = 26*7%
231 = 41o1%
10 = 1.70

8=

-

2=

Bir-el-Ater2 Puits des Chaacas3

293

8%
16.5%

The AterianIndu8try:Its Place and Significance
in thePalceolithic
World

Types or Style
Material

...

Cores

...

...
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NOTE 2.
FrenchMorocco.
Algeria.
Kharga Oasis, Floor and Scarp.
Oued Djouf'0
El Khenzira9
KO6E"
Bulaq Pass, Sites A & B'
(Lee Du)
(Ruhlmann)
(Caton-Thompson)
(Caton-Thompson)
... Level B Fine grained Flint or chert; no other Fine Eocene tabular, Fine Eocene tabular
flint
information
only
70*7o%
Cobbles fromgravels29 *2%
Level A-Cobbles of
opaque mediocreflint
Very rare quartzite
Some quartzite used

... Level

B-None

men- Triangular Lev., 16.5%

tioned but flakesindi- Discoidal or ovoid,
cate Levallois and
72*1%
blade cores
Lamellar-flake, etc.,
Level A-Discoidal and
11.3%
blade cores

Level B-Variable
Majority 7 to 9 cm.
Level A-Small, up to Largest, 12 cm.
5 cm.
Largest, 7 cm.

Flake lengths ...

...

Retouch

... Level B-Flat,

elongated Very flat

Triangular Lev., 45%

Triangular Lev., 58o 1%

Flat

Flat

Discoidal or ovoid,
Discoidal or ovoid,
37%
36*30%
Lamellar-flake,etc., 9% Lamellar-flake,etc.,
Mostlythin and flat
5.45%
Av. length triangular,Symmetric.Av. length
7 1 cm.
oftriangular,8*05 cm
Average about 7 2 cm. Average about 7 cm.

and invasi-ve
.Level A-Restricted,
quantitatively and
qualitatively
Tanged implements ... Level B-Less abundant 27 % of all implements 13% of all implements
LevelA-More abundant Length,all over 4 5 cm. Length,average 7*7 cm.
and more varied
Mostly 7 *8 cm.; maxi- Three with scraperends
mum 11 *3 cm.
Some scraper-ended
... Level B-One only ?
None publishedor noted 3% of all implements
Tabalbalat points
but in Constantine Mus- Length, average ? 6 2
Level A-Several,
cm.
not classified in this eum

7 -1% of all implements
Length,average 8*3 cm.
None scraper-ended
2 *85
5% ofall implements
Length,average+7 cm.

way

End scrapers on flake- LevelB-Not mentioned 11 7% ofall implements3% of all implements 9 25% ofall implements
or figured
The longest noted 116 Average length,7 2 cm. Average length, 7 35
blades
Fine scraperretouch
cm.
Level A-Not mentioned cm.
or figured
Fine scraperretouch
Fine scraperretouch
None
Side scrapers(racloirs)...Level B-Traditional
5.6% of all implementsNone
types, thin and thick but are thinflakeswith Some end scraperswith Some end scraperswith
flakes
marginalretouch,not scrapersides
scrapersides
true Mousterian 'raLevel A-Frequent.
Wide variety, 5 to 7 cloirs'
cm. long
Narrow flake-blades ... Level B-Poor, maxi- Numerous,20 1% of all 8% of all implements 7 85% ofall implements
mum length,6 cm.
implements
Length,average 8 5 cm. Length, average 8- 75
Level -A-Lengths, 5 *6
cm.
to 7-8 cm.
narrow None
... Level B-One
Bifacial foliates
13% of all implements One only, 7*3 cm. long
leaf-shape, 5 2 cm.
Length,average 8 9 cm. good flatretouch
good flatretouch
long
Level A-One rather
thick, 6 cm. long
Other bifacial types ... Level B-One triangularNone
1% of all implements One lozenge shaped
short point, 4-1 cm.
Two thin ovals
arrow-tip, 5 2 cm.
long, one lanceolate
Average length, 10 5 long.
cm.
implement of handaxe type,4 -4 cm. long
One tanged point, + 7 . 3
cm. long.
Burins ...

...

... None

Two angle:

one on nar- None

None

row tanged point
9 Ruhlmann, 1936.
This importantstudy lends itselfbadly to analysis by failure to give numerical informationfor
Levels A and B (Aterian), though Level C (Oranian) supplies it.
10 Le Du, 1934a, pp. 201-217.
11 Cf. Section IV.
12

Cf. Section IV.
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AterianIndustryof Tit-Mellil
UpperLevelA, Level B,
% based
based
0/0,
Type
on 1263
on 334
artifacts. artifacts.
Discoidal cores and discs'4
37 -85
...
53 -85
47-0
Polyhedricand random cores ...
41-0
Lamellar-flakecores
...
7 -00
2-56
...
Various cores
...
...
2-55
...
8-10
Points (Typical Mousterian) ...
Points (various subdivided types)
Points (Tabalbalat type)'5
...
Tanged Aterianpoints ...
...
Tanged Aterian bifacial points ...
Tanged Aterian scrapers
...
Bifacialarrow-head,' PointeMaro,.
...
caine' type
...
Bifacial arrow-head, 'PseudoSaharian' type
.
...
Side scrapers
...
...
...
End and side scrapers on short
oval flakes
...
...
..
End scraperson flake-blades ...
Retouched flake-blades ...
Plain flake-blades
.
..
Notched flake-blades ...
...
Borers
...
...
...
...
Foliate bifacials ...
...
...
Bifacial core tools or partial re..
.
touch, various .

8 -08
14-12
*83
5-76
-18
*65

13-55
-2-37
-33
2 03
-67

-09

-37
14-59

40-0

2- 32
*27
3-15
7 -71
-46
2- 78
1-95

4-06
4-74
1-01
3 -72
-33

1-70

3 -05

8-13

NOTE 4
Pescadian Deposits
The name " Pescadian," here proposed, is taken from
two caves at Pointe Pescade, one ofwhichmay claim priority
of discovery and publication in Algerian prehistory.'6
Its deposits are more or less representativeof those generally
overlyingthe Monastirian I beach in North-West Africa.
The name maintains the tradition established by Deperet
when he bestowed the term 'Monastirian' upon the beach
itself,fromMonastir in Tunisia. Whether in caves or in
the openl7 these Pescadian deposits may be summed up as
strata predominantlyof red breccia, red clays, or red argillaceous sands, often overlying conglomerates and beach
cobbles. They are constantlyassociated with a mammalian
fauna whichincludes" archaic " formsofthe greatherbivorae
in combinationwith an incoming " replacement" fauna of
holarctic type, well exemplifiedin the cave at Guyotville
(Sintes).'8

14 Percentages of cores, based, as
elsewhere, on core
totals only. Percentages of flakes are based on the whole
assemblage, quartzite or flint,in each level, but the least
informativeciasses are omitted.
15 Not recorded specificallyas such, and possibly more
numerous.
16 Bourjot, 1868.
17 The continuityof these red beds has been observed in
the Bougie region (Arambourg,1934).
18 Pomel, 1894; Arambourg,1932,a; 1935.

Cave ofPointe Pescade II19
4. Wash deposit of red (clay) mud, with mammalian
bones, 5-6 m.
3. Rolled schist fragments,25 cm.
2. Red earth with angular schist fragments,50 cm.
1. Marine sands with Patella etc. at 19 0 m. above
presentsea.
The mammals in 4 (derived) include RhinocerosMerckii;
possibly Elephas antiquus (certain elsewhere); Hippopotamus; Bubalis antiquus; Taurotragus oryx (Antelope
canna), to mention the more " archaic " and climatically
significantcreatures.
At another cave in the locality a Levalloiso-Mousterian
industry occurs in stratum 2. Arambourg interpretsthe
physiographyof Pescadian deposits as follows:
1. Marine deposits formedby a sea at about 15-18 m.
2. Marine regressionto - 0 m. Infiltrationof red clays,
due to the high precipitation and tropical climate, which
filledthe lower levels of caves, and deposited red earths on
the outer slopes. The fauna indicates moisture and heat.
Mousterian man occupied certain caves.
3. Stabilisationof a coast-lineprobably below presentsealevel, and the formationof dunes (now sandrocks) which
may be dated to the end of the 'Middle Pakeolithic.'

NOTE 5

Berardian Depoosits
(a) Berard.-The proposedname commemoratesLamothe's
work at Berard,20which gives it an early place in the
historyof eustatic observations. Berard provides a representative section throughthis lowest " cordonlittoral" and
shows:
4. Upper consolidated dune (sandrock) of variable
with land shells (Helix depressula).
thickn1ess,
3. Red argillaceous sands, up to 3 -50 m. thick, with
artifacts.
2. Hardened marine deposit with Pectunculusat about
5 to 5 *50 m. above sea level.
1. Basal consolidated dune, down to presentsea level.
Upper Levalloiso-Mousterian implements occur in the
lower three-quartersof bed 3; Aterian implementsin the
top part and at the base of bed 4.21 It may be suggested
here that the Aterians camped on the then unconsolidated
dune (4), in process of accumulation,and that some of their
implementsworked down into 3 (cf. also Section V). This
would accord with the evidence at a site west of Berard
referredto as the Station du Rocher Plat22whichshowed:
4. Upper dunes of variable thickness but not great.
3. Red argillaceoussands.
2. Marine level with three Pectunculusbeds.
1. Basal dune, 3-8 m. thick.
Bed 3 w'as sterile,but 4 yielded tanged points and other
Aterian artifacts. Oranian implements lay on the dune
surface.
19 Arambourg, 1932a.

Lamothe, 1905, 1911.
Marchand and Ayme, 1935, pp. 333-343. Geological
observations by Doumergue, 1922, pp. 196-198, are still
valuable, particularlythe footnote 3 on p. 198.
22 Marchand, 1939b.
20

21
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NOTE

Ateriansand Khargans
In SectionIV, Fig. 6, is set out the Aterian position on the
7 m. terrace in a wadi of the Eastern scprp, Kharga Oasis.
AterianStyle y overlies Levalloiso-Khargan23at the base of
the same bed of weoliansilt capping the terrace. No great
time intervalseparates them; but they are not, here at any
rate, contemporary. The Khargan industry24is derived
from the Levalloiso-Khargan; but it, on the other
hand, has been found only on the surface, where it
occurs in big self-containedassemblages. A favouriteplace
was on (or lightlyburied in) the silts of solution basins with
enclosed drainage, formed on eroded sheets of old tufas.
The Aterians also haunted some of these pans, which vary
in size. The followingis an example: Pan B, Bulaq Pass,
a smoothsiltydepressionabout 30 m. in diametersurrounded
by jagged masses of weathered tufa. The section showed
+ 1 Mn.of silt, grittywith tufa particles,passing down into
whitish calcareous powder, in turn underlain by tufacious
rubble over breccia. At about 60-80 cm. fromthe surface,
a dark line indicated vegetation. Tools were confinedto
the top 0 *20 cm. and the presentsurface.
At Bulaq Pass some of these basins form an ascending
seriesup the scarp undercliffs
at increasingaltitudes. Eight
were trenched. The interestof the resultlies in the curious
relationshipof the Aterian artifactsto the Khargan.
Site A.-Altitude R.L. 104 m. Aterian tools 112.25
Khargan tools 5.26
Pan B.-Altitude R.L. 180 m. Aterian tools 111. Khargan tools 2.
Pan C.-Altitude R.L. 252 m. Aterian tools 50. Khargan tools 1.
Caton-Thompson,1946, Fig. 5, Nos. 1-9.
ibid., Fig. 5, Nos. 10-18.
26 78 in situ, 34 weatheredto surface,mostlyunpatinated.
26i True surfacepatina.
23

24

123

Pans D and E.-Altitude R.L. 292-297 m. Aterian tools
25. Khargan tools 55.
Pans F, G and H.-Altitude R.L. 328-348 m. Aterian
tools 0. Khargan tools 467.
To 'expressmy doubt about the exact chronology,but to
indicate my opinion as to the general, but perhaps overlapping, synchronism,I have in the Kharga graph,Fig. 7,
drawn a diagonal line between the two industriesAterian/
Khargan.
NOTE

7

Monastirian geochronological
correlation.27
The schemeI advocate may be summarised.
Monastirian I. Shore-line at + 18-20 m. End of
Riss-Wiirm Interglacial. Nile's 9 m. terrace. Faiyum
earlier 34 m. lake. Egyptian Acheulio-Levalloisianculture.
Intra-Monastirianoscillation. Fall of sea level to - 30 m.
at least. Wiirm I. Nile bed erosion. Subaerial deposits
(Pescadian beds) formed on emerged Monastirian I beach,
and in lower infillingsof its marine caves. Egyptian and
North African Lower Levalloiso-Mousterianculture.
MonastirianII. Rise ofsea level to + 5- 10 m. WiirmIII Intra-glacial. Nile aggradation silts. Faiyum later
34 m. lake. Egyptian and North AfricanUpper LevalloisoMousterian culture.
Post-Monastirian major regression. Fall of sea level to
- 100 m. at least, reflectingWiirm II and maximum of
European cold. Nile bed major erosion. Descending
Faiyum lakes at 28 and 24 m., and subsequent erosion.
Subaerial deposits (Berardian beds) forming on emerged
Monastirian II beach, and in lower infillingsof its marine
caves. Egyptian epi-Levalloisian industries. Elsewhere
round Mediterraneanlate Upper Levalloisian or Mousterian
industries,succeeded in Algeria by the Aterian,and by blade
industries, irregularly,elsewhere.
27

Compare with Kharga graph,Fig. 7.
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